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Should Teachers Strike?
has been said and writ:ten regarding the teacher
strikes of the past year. Public
opinion as expressed in the press,
in educational journals, and in
conversation has not been on the
side of the striking teachers.
Repeatedly in the past few
years the attention of the American public has been called to the
pathetically low salaries paid to
the teachers of our youth. Equally persistent have been the refusals of school boards, representing the public, to make any appreciable upward revision in salaries. Thousands of teachers, unable to live on the salaries paid,
have quietly left the teaching profession. Rather than resort to
spectacular devices in obtaining
a living wage, they sought other
employment. An administrator in
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the Texas Department of Education recently stated: "They won't
strike in Texas; if salaries are not
raised by next fall, there will not
be enough teachers left to strike."
Some teachers, unwilling to forsake the profession they love, resorted to the strike. After using
every other available means for
bringing their plight to the attention of the public, they were
faced with the dilemma of leaving the teaching profession or
striking. When patient teachers,
interested in remaining in their
profession, repeatedly meet with
rebuffs in presenting their requests for adequate salaries, what
recourse have they other than the
strike?
For years attempts have been
made in Congress to pass legislation authorizing Federal aid to
the nation's schools. In the past
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this type of legislation has been
vigorously opposed by the militant proponents of the states'rights theory. Too, certain private school groups have opposed
Federal aid to education because
legislation previously offered provided for aid only to public
schools.
Before the Eightieth Congress
there are three measures designed
to furnish financial aid to American schools. The Taft Bill, which
enjoys the support of four Republican and four Democratic
senators and the endorsement of
the National Education Association, would help states to guarantee a $40 per year education to
every public school child. Its deemphasis of Federal control in
the administration of the grant
has eliminated much of the states'rights traditional opposition to
Federal aid.
In addition to the Taft Bill,
the Murray Educational Development Act and S. 199, sponsored
by Senator George Aiken, are receiving Congressional scrutiny.
These two bills also provide for
a minimum of Federal control,
but they also would furnish
grants to non-public schools.
We are convinced that Federal
aid is desirable as a means to remove educational inequalities resulting from population difFerences as well as from inadequate
sources of revenue. However, we

are reluctant to permit the state
to subsidize church-controlled
schools. It is our hope that Congress will pass the Taft Bill.

Eighteen Hours in Education

Orit's true. To qualify for a
Y Es,teaching
position in a secondary school some states require
that the applicant give evidence
that he has had at least eighteen
hours in education. The applicant might have an M.A. in classics or a Ph.D. in biology, but if
he lacks the eighteen hours in
education he is not regarded fully
qualified to teach high school
boys and girls the subject in
which he has specialized. Oh, yes,
he may get the job. But he will be
given to understand that he had
better just as soon as possible
complete the requirements in
education orMrs. Isabel Stephens, assistant
professor of education at Wellesley College, believes this situation
to be one of the chief deterrents
which keep students from preparing to become teachers in secondary schools. Writing in the Atlantic (April issue), Mrs. Stephens
reports students telling her,
"There is too much hocus-pocus
in qualifying for a teaching certificate in most States. What with
six semester hours of this and
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eight of that, too much of my
time would go to courses in education and psychology which I do
not want."
Poor salaries no doubt keep
many from entering the teaching
profession. But a more fundamental reason appears to be that capable and intelligent students see
no purpose in taking all of a semester's work in education in addition to meeting the requirements
of the Liberal Arts College. Mrs.
Stephens voices the sentiments of
many observers when she writes:
There can be little doubt that in
the worthy attempt to legislate prepared teachers into our schools, and
to legislate out political patronage,
we have set up absurd barriers for
literate, intelligent young people.
One or two courses in education can
be a help to them, but surely most
of their theoretical work in education
should be done not before they have
ever taught school, but after four or
five years . . . . Studied in a vacuum
as far as their own teaching life is
concerned, educational theory must
of necessity be almost meaningless.

Mrs. Stephens sounds a warning which should be heeded:
We have invented a huge new
machine-the American School System. We have devised elaborate
schemes for training and qualifying
young people for membership in the
staffs of our thousands of schools, and
now we must face the fact that far
too few of our ablest and finest stu-
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dents wish to follow the profession of
their teachers. Unless we can discover
why this is so and do something about
it, America's pride in its schools will
become what it already threatens to
be: pride in our school buildings and
our organization.

Pulitzer and the Press
same month (April) when
T reviewers
debated the merits
HE

of A Free and Responsible Press,
the report of Chancellor Robert
Hutchins and his associates,
American journalism observed
the centennial of the birth of J oseph Pulitzer (born April 10,
1847). The United States Post Office Department issued a threecent memorial stamp which presents an engraving of Joseph
Pulitzer, the Statue of Liberty,
and the famous Pulitzer quotation, "Our Republic and the
press will rise and fall together."
Joseph Pulitzer (died 191 1) deserves to be remembered as a
great American and as a giant
among American journalists. He
created for himself a monument
aere perennius when in his will
he bequeathed $2,50o,ooo to Columbia University to found the
Pulitzer School of Journalism and
scholarships and to establish a
series of annual awards of $500
for outstanding works in journalism, literature, history, and bi-
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ography. These awards have been
granted since 1917 to a large
number of American writers and
to individuals who performed
other distinguished services in
any given year.
Of Mr. Pulitzer's many striking
utterances, none matches that of
April 10, 1907, when he retired
from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Said Mr. Pulitzer:
I know that my retirement will make
no difference in its cardinal principles: it will
Always fight for progress and reform;
Never tolerate injustice or corruption;
Always fight demagogues of all parties,
Never belonging to any party;
Always oppose privileged classes and
public plunderers;
Never lack sympathy with the poor;
Always remain devoted to the public
welfare;
Never be satisfied with merely printing news;
Always be drastically independent;
Never be afraid to attack wrong,
whether by predatory plutocracy
or predatory poverty.

Forty years have passed since
Mr. Pulitzer spoke these memorable words. Have they always
been heeded? No one will deny
that the press has often been a
tool of vested interests; that it
has often been sensational rather
than factual; that it has sometimes been more factual than in-

terpretative; and that it has often
printed news not fit to print. No
one will deny that there is much
truth in the observation of Mr.
Hutchins and his associates:
The news is twisted by emphasis
on the novel and the sensational. . . . ,
Too much of the regular output consists of a succession of stories and
images that has no relation to the
typical lives of real people anywhere.
The result is meaninglessness, fiatness, distortion, and the perpetuation
of misunderstanding.

Yet when all this has been said,
there is much to be said in favor
of the American press. It has remained a free press. It has fought
dictatorships. In preserving its
own freedom it has done much
to preserve the freedom of others.
It has stood by the country in its
crisis. It has perhaps more than
any other single agency kept
Americans mindful of their heritage and of their obligations as
American citizens.

Let Us Have Peace
HE

world is still licking its

T wounds in the spring of 1947.
Those wounds are deep and
painful. Some of them have become ugly, festering sores. The
bickering of many so-called peacemakers is almost as violent in its
destructiveness as the explosions
of bombs.

June, 1947
Men and women are asking
themselves, "Will there be another world-wide depression? Is
the Soviet Union preparing to
make war on the United States
and Britain? Are the United
States and Britain preparing to
make war on the Soviet Union?"
Will those who gather about
the peace table-whenever that
long-postponed event takes place
-be able to conclude a peace
which will not smell to high heaven of greed and revenge?
The problems are thorny, but a
solution is by no means out of the
question. If every country in the
world were interested primarily
in the abiding welfare of all its
citizens and if there could be an
end to this dog-eat-dog policy
among certain pygmy-minded and
chauvinistically inclined statesmen, the fruits of peace could
ripen lavishly and luxuriantly in
the world. If a sincere desire to
bring about genuine well-being
for every man, woman, and child
were uppermost in the hearts and
minds of all those who hold positions of wide-reaching authority
and influence, they would say to
one another, "Come, let us have
peace at once that the nations of
the world may enjoy the blessings
of peace."
That strange in-between state
of affairs which precedes the signing of a peace reveals the foibles
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and the frail ties of mankind even
more forcibly than war itself. It
is true that we are living in one
world; but the conferences in
Moscow have made it more apparent today than ever before
that this one world is pockmarked with chicanery, selfishness, and many other glaring imperfections. It will remain imperfect as long as its Creator permits
it to stand; but men of vision,
courage, and good will can do
much to put it in order and keep
it in order.
Hunger and disease are working havoc in what was once the
Third Reich. Riots have broken
out, and, as a result, there is grave
danger that even now men of the
stripe of Hitler are in the making. It is reported that widespread
areas in the Soviet Union, where
the rank and file are longing for
genuine peace and wefl-being as
eagerly as the citizens of all other
lands, are being ravaged by famine; yet, as J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, recently pointed
out with unassailable logic, the
leaders in that vast country and
their dupes in other parts of the
world have not forsworn their
dreams of a world-revolution.
Come, statesmen of the world,
let us have peace-peace which
will enable the world to recover
from its wounds, to catch its
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breath, and to gird itself with all
vigor and earnestness for the ways
of peace!

.~
Trend in the Birth Rate
American Medical Assoreports that last year
for the first time the number ot
births in our country exceeded
the two million mark. In other
words, last year a baby was born
every fifteen seconds in our country.
Our birth rate has shown an increase since about 1940. It had
reached its lowest level about
1936 when the rate was less than
seventeen births per thousand
population. During the war we
noted a rather sharp increase in
the number of marriages and
births so that by 1945 the birth
rate had climbed to 22.
Sociologists predicted that the
post-war years would again show
a decline. According to the figures
of the American Medical Association the decline has not yet set in.
The increase in the birth rate
is encouraging for a number of
reasons. Our country had reached
the point when the population
was tending to become static and
when the growing proportion of
old people in the population foreshadowed new social and economic problems. From the educational point of view more socialHE

T ciation

ly maladjusted pupils, children
from one- and two-child families,
presented challenges to teachers
as well as parents. The future
trend of the birth rate can not
be predicted with certainty. The
present housing shortage and a
possible economic recession will
in all probability lower the birth
rate. Our schools, however, for the
next eight or ten years will be
faced with increasing enrollments, a natural consequence of
the mounting birth rate since
1940.
The Christian dare not disregard the fact that selfishness and
adherence to a pleasure philosophy are in no small measure factors which prompt the declining
birth rate. Childlessness thus motivated obviates one of the divinely established purposes of
marriage.

The Negro's Plight
discussing the race
problem when my friend
remarked: "Thte Negroes are
themselves to blame. They must
become more ambitious and be
willing to adopt our standard of
living, and thereby remove our
prejudices against their race."
The recent observance of National Negro Health Week
brought to our attention conditions which show that Negro
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health is a generation behind that
of the whites in our country. The
Negro death rate, particularly
that of infants, is much ·higher
than the general death rate in the
United States. While life expectancy in our country today is 66
years, the average life span of 'the
Negro in the South is 35 years at
present. Statistics reveal that today
in our country there is on the
average one doctor for every 750
persons in the population, but
that there is only one Negro physician for every 3·377 Negroes. Furthermore, Negroes are kept out of
many hospitals and many of the
124 hospitals for Negroes in the
country are substandard.
An honest analysis of the situation prompts the conclusion that
the plight of the Negro in our
country can not be attributed to
innate race inferiority. Rather, it
seems clear that the existing dif-
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ferences have a cultural basis. If
our race problem is to be solved
-and the need for a solution is
constantly growing more urgentthe white man must realize that
his discrimination against his colored brother compels the latter to
live on lower economic and social
standards. Efforts to raise the educational level of the Negro without also making provision for the
improvement of his economic
status will widen the racial rift
instead of calming the troubled
waters.
When the white man approaches the race problem intelligently and permits himself to be
guided by sympathy and charity,
then only can he hope to dispel
the gloom with which the race
tension is enshrouding communities in practically all parts of the
country. That approach is sensible and, above all, Christian.

The

PILGRIM
''All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
By

P.

0.

come I shall continue to read a
little at midnight before the last
prayers are said .... Much of it,
I confess, is quite cursory and
should really come under the
heading of browsing. . . . Even
that, however, has its value . . . .
There are not many books, especially in 1947, which must be read
word for word and from cover to
cover.... A dip here, a paragraph
there, a page or two now and then
will sometimes be more rewarding
than the consecutive reading
which is required for study.... It
may be a bad habit but I have
found it profitable .. · ..
Herewith a few notes concerning those that were placed on the
bedside table during the last few
months ....

Midnight Reading
older and wiser than I,
have often warned me against
the habit of midnight reading....
It is, they say, a distressing and
useless habit .... Either it excites
the mind so much that sleep does
not come or it lulls so completely
that there is no trace of it in the
morning. . . . Perhaps they an:.
right, but my experience gives
good cause for doubt . . . . It is
true, of course, that the mind is
not at its best when the clock
strikes midnight, but it is also true
that there is nothing more quieting than a good book-or a bad
one-just before the long day ends.
... Whatever its contents may be
it takes one away from the immediate .... If it is a good book
it lifts .... If it is a bad book it
permits one to have the satisfaction of judging clearly and sharply, something which is not always
possible in the complex human
problems of the routine day ..
So, for at least some time to
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No one can understand certain
trends in modern thought without
constant reference to S~ren Kierkegaard ... the dark and somber
young Dane who invaded the
Anglo-Saxon world one hundred
8
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years after his death .... Despite
the panegyrics of his admirers it
should be said that Kierkegaard
is often thorough! y confused and
confusing.... In addition he repeatedly falls completely out of
the Christian tradition . . . . It is
sometimes forgotten that he himself readily admitted that .... On
the other hand, there are pages
and volumes of remarkably fresh
insights and amazingly fruitful observations . . . a brilliant though
erratic mind . . . . When I read
him I often have the impression
of King Lear standing half-mad
on the midnight moors surrounded by fitful lightning. . . . The
lightning is the more illuminating
because of the surrounding darkness ....
A few paragraphs which have
struck me recently from his W 01'ks
of Love} a series of meditations on
the Christian concept of love ....
So Christianity always has consolation, and its consolation is different
from all human consolation, in that
human consolation is conscious of
being only compensation for the loss
of gladness: the Christian consolation
is gladness. Humanly speaking, consolation is a later invention: first
come suffering and pain and loss of
joy, and then later, alas, sometimes
much later, man came on the track
of the consolation. And the same
thing is true of the individual life:
first come suffering and pain and loss
of joy, and then later, sometimes after a long time, comes the consola-
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tion. But the Christian consolation
can never be said to come too late,
for since it is the consolation of eternity it is older than all temporal
happiness. And as soon as this consolation comes, it comes with the impulse of the eternal, and swallows up,
as it were, the pain, for pain and loss
of happiness are the momentaryeven if this moment is prolonged into
years-are the momentary which is
swallowed up in the eternal. And the
Christian consolation is therefore not
a compensation for the loss of happiness, since it is happiness; all other
happiness is in the last analysis only
despondency in comparison with the
consolation of Christianity.

The following paragraph from
the discourse on "Mercy" has the
ring of truth and the immediate
power of relevance ....
The principal trouble is that the
world does not understand eternity.
Temporal existence has a temporal,
and insofar a hasty conception of the
need, and also a sensual conception
about the greatness of the gift, and
about being able to do something to
relieve the need. "The poor, the
wretched man might die-consequently it is of the utmost importance that
he should be helped." No, answers
eternity, the most important thing is
that compassion be shown him, or
that the assistance is the assistance of
compassion. "Raise money, build us
hospitals, that is of the utmost importance!" No, says eternity, the most
important thing is compassion. That
a man dies is, eternally understood,
no misfortune, but it is unfortunate
if no compassion is shown. There
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also hangs, remarkably enough, beneath that picture which represents
a wreck on one side and a pilot boat
on the other, there hangs the picture:
"Poverty-and Violent Death; Prosperity-and Natural Death," hence
death on both sides. And eternity
holds it unshakably true that compassion is the more important. No
thinker can be so persistent in this
thought as eternity is; no thinker is
so calm, so undisturbed by momentary appearanc~s and momentary dangers as eternity, which seems to emphasize that it is still more important
that help be afforded in every possible way; no thinker is so calm, so
untroubled, as eternity. And no
thinker is so certain that men must
at last give in and accept his opinion
as eternity is, for it says: Only wait,
we shall talk this over in eternity, and
there the talk will be solely about
compassion, and solely about the difference: merciful-not-merciful. Oh,
that I might show the face eternity
will put on when the rich man in
reply to the question as to whether he
has been merciful, answers: "I have
given away a hundred thousand dollars to the poor!" For eternity will
look at him surprised, as one who
cannot get it into his head what the
rich man is talking about; and then
eternity will again submit the question: Have you been merciful? Imagine a man who went out to a mountain to talk with it about his affairs;
or that a man had dealings with the
wind about his own achiev~ments:
eternity will no more understand
what the rich man is talking about
concerning the hundred thousand
dollars, and what the powerful men

mean by saying that they have done
everything, than the mountain or the
wind would understand what was said
to them.

*

*

From one extreme to the other.
... As this is written all our leading reviews are full of discussions
of Sinclair Lewis' latest novel,
Kingsblood Royal . . . . In varying degrees of emphasis all reviewers agree that it is a good tract
but not a good novel. Personally,
I would go a step further .... It is
not even a good tract. . . . The
theme is the dilemma and history
of a man in a typically midwestern community who suddenly
discovers that he is 1 j 32 Negro.
... Mr. Lewis tries to tell us what
happens to the man who openly
admits that he has Negro blood.
. . . As always in Lewis' books
there are individual scenes etched
sharply and brilliantly. . . . The
book itself, however, is a complete
disappointment .... Even a tract
must at least have a ring of truth
and Kingsblood Royal does not
have it. . . . For example, all the
Negroes are white and all the
white people are black. . . . The
basic situation is unreal. ... Many
of the characters, especially among
the whites, are puppets whose
strings, running from Lewis'
hands, are too evident. . . . When
Cass Timberlane appeared I wrote
my own little obituary for Sinclair
Lewis as a novelist. ... I see no
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munities. Most of these I had never
seen before; it often occurred to me
that the only virtue I brought to the
job, aside from curiosity, was ignorance. Until my trip ( 1944-46) , I had
*
never in my life been in Denver, New
Another best seller. . . . John Orleans, Rochester, Atlanta, MemGunther, author of three highly phis, Salt Lake City, Portland, Oresuccessful Inside books, now pub- gon, or Portland, Maine; except to
lishes his longest volume, Inside pass through on a train or fly over, I
U.S.A . ... It is difficult to present had never seen Arkansas, Oklahoma,
a clear picture of such a vast Kentucky, Delaware, Mississippi, the
sprawling volume . . . . Mr. Gun- Dakotas, or Montana. All this did, at
ther wanders all over the land- least, serve to give me the advantage
of a fresh eye and an unprejudiced
scape from anecdote to political approach. Not only was I writing for
analysis .... Many of his observa- the man from Mars; I was qne.
tions are sharp and to the point.
I did a good deal of homework be. . . He has collected an amazing fore and during my trip. For instance
amount of information and the I wrote to all forty-eight governors
book is fresh and interesting read- -and got forty-seven replies. I talked
ing.... Perhaps a few paragraphs to Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. Truman, severconcerning Mr. Gunther's meth- al cabinet ministers and Supreme
ods will serve as an introduction Court justices, senators by the covey
to the volume. . . . In the Fore-· and congressmen by the shoal. I went
to men prominent in labor, or agriword he writes:
culture, or journalism, or the world
This book has been a considerable of Negroes, or the mechanics of govtime in the making. I began to think ernment and politics, in New York
about it as long ago as 1936, and I and Washington, and asked them to
did intermittent research from 1940 tell me of key people to see in varion. I started systematic work in the ous states and cities. Friends by the
summer of 1944, and in November of score passed me on to other friends.
that year entered on a series of trips Altogether I have notes of talks with
and expeditions of discovery that some nine hundred people-over a
took thirteen months. I began the million words of notes in all, I should
actual writing in January, 1946, and imagine.
have been at it ever since.
A book based on such research,
I visited all forty-eight st~tes, of
however haphazard it may have
course, and of cities in the country
greater than two hundred thousand been, deserves wide reading. . . .
* * *
in population, of which there are
Fifteen years ago I was comforty-three, I saw all but five. Also I
visited a great many smaller com- pelled to do a good deal of read-

reason for wnung a history of a
resurrection .... As a novelist, Mr.
Lewis has been dead since Arrowsmith.

I
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ing in Newman by reason of a research problem in Graduate
School. ... Since then my appreciation of his mind and style has
steadily risen. . . . No matter
what one may think of Newman's
religious ideas, especially after his
journey to Rome, there can be
no doubt that he was one of the
great intellects of the nineteenth
century ... and one of the greatest of all makers of prose .... The
Idea of a University should be
read by every college teacher once
a year. . . . For several months I
have had a little volume of excerpts from his devotionals lying
around entitled, Kindly Light.
Some of the paragraphs are Newman at his best.... For example
his remarks on St. Paul. ...
If there is one point of character
more than another which belonged
to St. Paul, and discovers itself in all
he said and did, it was his power of
sympathizing with his brethren, nay,
with all classes of men. He went
through trials of every kind, and this
was their issue, to let him into the
feelings, and thereby to introduce
him to the hearts, of high and low,
Jew and Gentile. He knew how to
persuade, for he knew where lay the
perplexity; he knew how to console,
for he knew the sorrow. His spirit
within him was as some delicate instrument, which, as the weather
changed about him, as the atmosphere was moist or dry, hot or cold,
accurately marked all its variations,
and guided him what to do.

And as a final note for this
month, the clock striking midnight, I should like to add a beautiful little paragraph, Mourning
Ended. Perhaps it will be of value
to a few of my friends who have
recently met great sorrow .. .· .
Trial comes after peace. Still, God
mercifully does grant a respite now
and then; and perhaps He grants it
to us the more, the more careful we
are not to abuse it. For all seasons we
must thank Him, for time of sorrow
and time of joy, time of warfare and
time of peace. And the more we
thank Him for the one, the more we
shall be drawn to thank Him for the
other. Each has its own proper fruit,
and its own peculiar blessedness. Yet
our mortal flesh shrinks from the one,
and of itself prefers the other;-it
prefers rest to toil, peace to war, joy
to sorrow, health to pain and sickness. When then Christ gives us what
is pleasant, let us take it as a refreshment by the way, that we may, when
God calls, go in the strength of that
meat forty days and forty nights unto
Horeb, the mount of God. Let us rejoice in Epiphany with trembling,
that at Septuagesima we may go into
the vineyard with the laborers with
cheerfulness, and may sorrow in Lent
with thankfulness; let us rejoice now,
not as if we have attained, but in
hope of attaining. Let us take our
present happiness, thought of the
eternal world, and as desiring to increase the fruit of their Lord's passion, and the triumphs of His grace.
Thy kingdom come!

_________________ I
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The influence of the
({Angelic Doctor" is still great ...

The Spell of Saint Thomas
By

JAROSLAV PELIKAN, JR.

important figO uresof inthe themostphilosophy
and
NE

theology of the twentieth century
is a man who lived and died in
the thirteenth century, Saint
Thomas Aquinas, "the Angelic
Doctor" (1225-1274).

The Man and His Work
seem to be little
T about would
the person or life of
HERE

this man to warrant his present
importance. He entered upon his
career as teacher and writer
against the will of his family; he
grew fat in the course of the years
-a fact that only someone like
G. K. Chesterton could properly
interpret; and in 1274 he died,
without having attained either
his fiftieth birthday or the completion of his magnum opus, the
Summa Theologica.
In this work he had taken upon himself the task of describing
the Christian faith as precisely
and adequately as he could in its
relation to the best productions

of the unaided or "natural" human mind. Essentially, then, the
Summa was a religious project, an
act of faith. As Adolf Harnack
has correctly observed, "from God
to God through grace is the basic
thought in Thomas."
How devotionally St. Thomas
conceived of his writing is evident
from an incident purportedly witnessed by three of his brethren in
the Dominican order. While he
was in a church in Naples a year
before his death, a voice came
from the crucifix on the altar,
saying: ({Bene scripsisti, Thoma!"
("vVell hast thou written, Thomas!") He was not prying into the
secrets of God and the universe because he wanted to satisfy his own
vain curiosity, but because he believed that "man's ultimate happiness consists, not in the knowledge of any separate substances,
but in the knowledge of God,
Who is seen only through grace."
He wrote as he did because he
was a Christian.
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But in the course of his writing,
Thomas felt obligated to do justice to the ability of the human
mind to perceive reality outside
the context of the Christian Gospel-not, indeed, so as to glorify
the mind, but rather to show the
superiority of revelation over reason, of grace over nature, and of
theology over philosophy. As the
outstanding example of that ability he selected Aristotle, utilizing
the translations from the Greek
which were appearing in the thirteenth century. And though he
did "criticize Aristotle in the
name of philosophy," as Prof. Pegis puts it, St. Thomas was so
impressed by Aristotle that he
often does not refer to him by
name at all, but simply calls him
"the Philosopher."
Viewing his work as a unit, one
must admit that he succeeded in
achieving the end which he had
set for himself, but not without
doing considerable violence to
both Christian faith and Aristotelian philosophy. For that reason, Protestants like Martin Luther rejected the Thomistic synthesis in the interests of a purer
Gospel; others, like Philip Melanchthon, were interested in
purifying Aristotle as well.
Despite this rejection by the
Protestant branch of Christendom, St. Thomas Aquinas has increased in popularity through the
centuries. He was canonized on

July 18, 1323, and declared a Doctor of the Universal Church in
1567. This latter step, part of the
grand strategy of the Roman
Catholic Counter-Reformation,
presaged the growing importance
of Thomas for the Catholic
Church after the Protestant
schism was completed.
Thomistic philosophy finally
came into its own in the nineteenth century as a result of the
Vatican Council of 1870. Leo
XIII's bull Aeterni Patris (August
4, 1879) named Aquinas "the
prince and master of all scholastic
doctors," and exactly one year
later Pope Leo made him the patron of all Roman Catholic higher
education. Word got around that
"there were cardinals' hats lying
ready between the pages of the
Summa/' and the past half-century has seen a revival of Thomism which is as astounding to
the Catholic as it is alarming to
the Protestant.

Modem Thomism
THE
A Tvoice

present time, too, the
of Thomistic philosophy is heard in the councils of
education and thought throughout the Christian world. Perhaps
its best-known representative is
the brilliant and bigoted Jacques
Maritain, who was so carefully
and critically evaluated by our
learned colleague in THE CRESSET
of August, 1941. More profound
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and almost as prolific as Maritain
is Etienne Gilson, professor at the
College de France and prominent
participant in UNESCO. In the
New World the Thomistic cause
has been ably represented by such
men as Anton C. Pegis of Fordham, editor of the Basic Writings
of Saint Thomas Aquinas, published in a magnificent two-volume set by Random House in
1945. It is well-known what significance Chancellor Robert Maynard Hutchins of the University
of Chicago assigns to the writings
of St. Thomas, and we can expect
additional material from the Institute for Medieval Research recently established at the University of Notre Dame.
How explain the spell which
St. Thomas has cast over so many
modern minds? At least three possible reasons suggest themselves.
1. Certainly one of the factors
involved is the bankruptcy of the
type of bourgeois liberalism and
individualism represented by the
Enlightenment of the eighteenth
century. War and personal crisis
have combined to prove that
there is more to the idea of the
Holy, as well as to the concept of
the demonic, than modern wiseacres would {ike to believe; and
in seeking for a well-ordered synthesis, many disillusioned intellectuals have seized upon the
Summa as a means toward securing faith without surrendering
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thought. For them the choice
seems to be between Thomism
and positivism; it is quite understandable that they should choose
the former.
2. But why Thomism and not
Protestantism? In the answer to
that question can be seen another
significant reason for the rise in
St. Thomas' popularity. The original objection of the Reformers
to both medieval collectivism and
modern individualism was voiced
in the name of an Absolute beyond all human -isms. By reason
of its involvement in theories and
hypotheses not generically related
to its structure, much of Protestantism failed to survive the criticism of the Enlightenment. Having thus surrendered the faith in
which the Reformers' objection
to Thomism had been rooted, it
lost the ability to challenge the
formulations of St. Thomas with
any degree of religious conviction.
For Luther, Thomas was not religious enough and therefore vulnerable in terms of his own standards; for the Enlightenment and
the Protestantism which it produced, Thomas was too religious
and therefore impregnable in
terms of his own standards. The
rise of modern Thomism outside
the Catholic Church is, then, a
severe indictment of much of contemporary Protestantism, which is
either too self-satisfied to see the
threat of Thomism or too unsure
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of itself to do anything about it.
3· Nor dare it be rorgotten that
modern Thomism is not identical
with the thought of St. Thomas.
As was stressed above, Thomas'
task was a religious and a Christian one. Many of his latter-day
disciples, however, have become
so enamored of his prelude on
"natural" theology that they seem
to have ignored the fact that the
purpose of this prelude is to demonstrate the inadequacy of any
system of thought not illumined
by the grace and truth which
came by Jesus Christ. As a result,
they have only half the Summa
-and not even the better half!
This mutilation of the Summa
is but a part of a greater "historical reconstruction," which has
sought to make of the thirteenth
"the greatest of centuries" and

of the Reformation-or rather,
"Protestant Revolt" -the first act
in the tragedy of Western civilization. The fact that the Reformers
did not, indeed could not, do historic justice to Thomas' philosophical and theological achievements is not an adequate reason
for the attempt to make of him
now "the greatest Christian thinker since Augustine.'r Students of
the history of ideas will see in this
attempt a by-form of romanticism.
All these considerations may
cast doubt on St. Thomas' relevance for the contemporary mind,
but they cannot explain away his
importance. For St. Thomas
Aquinas is shaping much of modern thinking, and it seems quite
possible that he will continue to
do so for some time to come.

(TO BE CONTINUED]
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I
THE

ASTROLABE
By
THEODORE GRAEBNER

HAS TinS WORLD JUST
HAPPENED?
Is this world simply a product of chance? Materialistic
philosophers have always held
that there is no evidence of design in nature; it is the product
of a chance combination of
atoms; it has just happened so.
The earliest materialist of any
note was Democritus, who lived
in Macedonia but wrote in Greek,
about 450 B.c. But his view was
not shared by other philosophers,
like Anaxagoras, who lived about
the same time but held that to
produce the universe the small
particles or atoms, which contained a mixture of all quantities,
were acted upon by Mind, the
source of all order. And the greatest of the ancient thinkers, Aristotle, declared that by introducing
this thought into the speculation

on nature, Anaxagoras stood out
among the philosophers like a
sober man among habitual drunkanis..

I am mentioning these hard
names and ancient dates to show
that the problem is not a new
one. There is today much discussion of the same question, and
there are living today noted writers, even brilliant scholars and
scientists, whom Aristotle would
classify with the confirmed alcoholics.
After believing for a long time
that the universe was utterly
without sense or meaning, Mr.
Aldous Huxley (in his Ends and
Means) 1937) announced that he
had come to the conclusion that
the universe has meaning. He
there publicly parted company
with the materialists whose position he described as follows:
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·'The universe IS regarded as a
great machine pointlessly grinding its way towards ultimate stagnation and death; men are tiny
offshoots of the universal machine, running down to their own
private death; physical life is the
only real life; mind is a mere
product of body; personal success
and material well-being are the
ultimate measures of value, the
things for which a reasonable person should live." He enters into
some details of the mystery why
people defend this view of life.
He finds the sufficient reason for
such an attitude not in alcoholic
obfuscation but in the exaggeration and perversion of the sexual
instinct (Ends and Means, pages
312-320). "The mind is so constituted that a philosophy of meaninglessness is accepted only at the
suggestion of the passions."
Yet Mr. Huxley, while finding
"meaning" in nature, rejects the
proposition that there is any evidence of design in the physical
world. Of the "stock arguments"
used in support of the belief in a
personal God, he says, the argument from design was at one time
the most popular but "today no
longer carries conviction .... What
looks as though it had been
planned in advance may be in
fact merely the result of longdrawn process of adaptation." Instead of supposing that an intel-

ligent being planned the animal
and the plant world as we know
it the relationships there observed "may equally well be the
result of natural selection working blindly."
While this refusal to see any design . in nature is rather to be expected in a writer who regards
Hindu Brahmanism as a higher
form of religion than that of the
New Testament, what shall we
say of an English Bishop, speak-.
ing in full canonicals on the
"spiritual interpretation" of the
world, who denies that there is
any manifest evidence of purpose
and design in Nature? This is the
position held by Bishop Ernest
W. Barnes speaking at the University of Aberdeen on ((Scientific
Theory and Religion." He says
(page 597) that the argument
from design was once based on
the structure of the human eye.
The view was generally accepted
that the eye "had been made
for a definite end: in it there
was clear evidence of purpose;
design, purpose, and end pointed to an intelligent Creator."
But the advance of scientific
study (in the Bishop's opinion)
rules out such lines of argument.
He holds that such reasoning is
not in accord with the view that
God is continuously active within His creation, and he refers
to "the final collapse of the old
argument from design," especial-
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ly after the acceptance of the
principle of evolution. He quotes
with approval the saying of Darwin: "There seems to be no more
design in the variability of organic beings, and in the action of
natural selection, than in the
course which the wind blows."

RETURN TO SANITY
The argument against design
~ derived from the Darwinian
theory can be easily understood.
Darwin had brought about a revolution in biological thinking. He
substituted the idea of aevelopment (transformation) through
natural selection for the idea of
a creation of species. Evolution
took the place of creative design.
We must no longer say that the
bird has wings to fly, but that it
flies because it received wings.
Common sense asks: Why
should one of these propositions
exclude the other? The bird's
flight results from the structure
of the wings; true, but has one a
right to say that the wings were
not given for flight? Let the evolutionist insist that flight resulted
because wings evolved-does that
prove that the bird has not been
given wings in order that it may
fly? Or let us put it this way. If
the Creator had wished that birds
should fly what better thing could

A
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he have done than to give them
wings?
Materialistic writers are in a
strange dilemma when they discuss the various organs and members of the animal body. They
cannot fail to use language which
speaks of design or purpose. A
good example is that of Ernest
Haeckel in Wonders of Life (page
310) when he discusses the vertebrate eye. He writes: "From the
first form of the organ of vision
up to the elaborate human eye
there is a long scale of evolutionary changes-not less extensive
and remarkable than the historical succession of artificial optical
instruments from the simple lens
to the complicated modern telescope or microscope." Now, in regard to the far inferior instruments last mentioned, any one
who suggested that they came into
our hands from accident or "necessity," without intelligent guidance of the material employed in
construction, would be accounted
a lunatic. But as to the vastly superior instrument, the eye, we are
to take it as the result of a "blind"
"plexus of natural forces acting
on matter, without the possibility
of their acting otherwise"! Surely
this is the greater lunacy. So long
as we retain our sanity we are
bound to assert that a telescope
or microscope is not a result of
chance, but is the product of intelligence.
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As for accident or blind natural
law originating the eye, the late
Dr. Pritchard of Oxford, speaking
from his experience in astronomy,
held that no amount of time could
have produced these many curved
surfaces, densities, and adaptations of the eye without the intervention of an intelligent Will. As
a matter of fact, the human eye,
once its wonders have been appreciated, remains an outstanding example of design. In fact, its
marks of design are "abundant
and overwhelming." (God and the
Cosmos_, page 53·)

NATURAL SELECTION
But a close review of the
manner in which natural selection is believed to have worked
reveals the weakness of the theories underlying this famous hypothesis. It is one thing to select
animals for breeding or to cross
certain roses or irises for the development of a new variety, and
it is an altogether different thing
to establish that blind nature,
without design, simply by a coincidence of circumstances, developed new species. The entire
theory is based on the fact of procreation, and therefore assumes
that some male animal, born with
an accidental variation (a shade
more or less in color, for instance)
will discover in its species another

individual, a female, affected at
the same time by the same modification. What chance would there
be for a male fox, accidentally
possessing some white spots in its
fur, to discover a female having
the same modification, and so in
the second, tenth, and hundredth
generation, until the Arctic fox
with its white fur has been
evolved? Only so could the new
variety be produced and fixed.
Otherwise, deviating with each
new couple, the modifications will
have no constant character, and
the type of the species will alone
remain identical. Such an accidental variation is first of all very
rare, and those that might possess
it at the same time have no reason to meet and choose each other.
Of what use would these slight
accidental changes be to the individuals, even assuming that they
would be found in both a male
and a female individual and assuming that these (and successive
generations) would mate and reproduce? There is a certain species of butterflies, called Leptalis,
whose color is protective because
it makes them resemble other butterflies, called Ithomia, which the
birds avoid for their tainted smell.
It is evident that to pass from
their ordinary to their protective
form the Leptalis must have undergone a series of gradual transformations, a very long series; one
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thousand generations is not too
high an estimate. But in its first
stages the new variety of Leptalis
cannot have sufficiently differed
from their sisters to deceive the
appetite of the birds interested in
recognizing them under their disguise, and it is a moderate supposition that, during the first fifth
part of the period of supposed
transformation, the birds were not
deceived. If so, the butterflies not
being yet preserved by their new
dress, every reason of selection disappears. Alfred W. Bennett writing as long ago as 1871 (The
Theory of Natural Selection in a
Mathematical Point of View) demonstrated that in the tenth generation only one individual in ten
billions will have preserved the
marks of the primitive deviation.
This means, of course, that the
first accidental variation would
have completely disappeared before it could develop into the productive form which we now call
Leptalis.

~1?
THE MIRACLE OF
ORGANIZATION
By a miracle I mean any{.qfj thing that could not be produced in the ordinary course of
natural events. And by organization I mean what Webster calls
"purposive systematic arrangement." Every animal and every

£
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plant supplies examples of organization in the sense that in it parts
are fitted to parts for the purpose
of making possible some function.
And since natural laws could not
have produced any of these members or organs, it is proper to
speak of the miracle of organization. There is proof of creative
design wherever we look.
't\Thy does not the stomach digest itself?
The gastric juices attack and
dissolve all kinds of food, raw
meat and living oysters; then why
do they not dissolve the stomach
which is precisely of the same nature as the other foods? Well,
now, it appears that nature answering the objection beforehand,
has endued the internal walls of
the organ with a special varnish,
which renders them unassailable
by the action of the gastric juice.
During life, pepsin cannot be absorbed, and furthermore the epithelium which lines the inner
wall of this organ encloses the
gastric juice as in a vase, impermeable as if it were of porcelain. Would anyone say that the
production of this epithelium is
pure coincidence and not at all
related to the future work that
the stomach was to perform?
The famous German philosopher Hartmann in his Philosophy of the Unconscious enumerates fourteen distinct conditions
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necessary to vision, and reduces
to an infinitely small fraction
(which may be regarded as nothing) the probability that all these
conditions would be found together by virtue of a physical law.
The epiglottis serves in some
sort as a door to the trachea,
which shuts like a kind of bridge
when food enters the esophagus,
and opens of itself as if by a
spring when the food has passed,
in order that we may continue to
exercise the breathing function of
our lungs.
The structure of the heart is
~emarkably adapted to the function which it fulfills in the organism, with its cavities and their
subdivisions, the concentric and
radiating fibres of which the membranes of the heart are composed.
The various valves, constructed
on different principles, and the
fitting of this organ into the circulation of the blood and its relation to the production of the
blood and of the channels in
which it flows, certainly raises the
question, How could blind chance
evolve organs so complex, so completely differing in their functions
as the organs of circulation, and
their relationship to the organs of
respiration and of nutrition?
But what shall we say concerning the adaptation of two apparatus, entirely separate and distinct from each other and yet so

bound together that the form of
the one is determined by the form
of the other? In the case of the
parts belonging to the same organism there is still a certain
unity of action, as when the heart
concurs with the lungs, the brain
with the members, etc. In the case
of the sexual organs, however,
the effects are distinct and independent, yet they can only be explained the one by the other, and
this adaptation could not have
evolved in course of time, for as
the species could not subsist without it, it would have perished before it had been formed. Paul
Jarret in his treatise on Final
Causes (English Edition, 1goo)
makes these keen remarks: "In
the sexes, besides the appropriateness of organ to organ, there is
further that of organ to function;
and it is the meeting of these two
adaptations which causes in this
case finality (the principle or' purpose or design) to be imposed on
the mind in a manner so imperious and so overpowering. Yet this
unique function, performed by
two organs, is precisely that by
which the individual secures the
perpetuity of the species, and that
without 'knowing and without
willing it, at least in the inferior
species .... Without the sexes the
species could not be reproduced,
and would cease to exist after one
generation; without adaptation to

J
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the medium, without the concordance of the organs, the individual itself would not endure, or
would not even exist: there would
be no life in the universe."

THE IMPERFECTIONS OF
THE EYE
Among the organs of the
,
body none has been more
frequently referred to as an example of the Creator's wisdom
than the vertebrate eye. Yet it
has been known a long time that
this organ, even in man, is not
wholly perfect. The great Herman Helmholtz, who taught in
Berlin during the 7o's and 8o's,
world famous anatomist, has
shown that the eye has imperfections and defects. Quoted as one
"whose judgment no one will dispute" by Darwin in his Origin
of Species for the proposition
that the eye is by no means a perfect mechanism, Bishop Barnes,
in the series of lectures already referred to, quotes him against the
argument from design in nature.
A French writer quoted many
years ago by Janet (Final Causes,
page 46) said with reference to
the facts set forth by Helmholz:
"Those who are in ecstasies over
the adaptation of organs to functions, will perhaps have some difficulty in reconciling their theoretical views with these facts.
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There is no maker of optical instruments who might not succeed
in rendering his apparatus much
more perfect than this eye of
which we are so proud." But then
he goes on to say: "The eye has,
on the other hand, this remarkable character, that it combines
all the known defects of these instruments . . . . There is nothing
perfect, nothing finished, in nature. .
Our organs are instruments at once admirable and
rude."
In other words, what anatomy
demonstrates is simply that the
human eye is not an instrument
of precision. The eye may have
numerous defects compared with
our optical instruments, defects
which our technology is able to
avoid; but these defects do not at
all impair its intended use, for
its function is not to make delicate experiments, like those which
we make with our optical instruments, but simply to serve us in
practical life. Helmholtz himself
remarks (as quoted by Janet):
"The appropriateness of the eye
to its end exists in the most perfect manner, and is revealed even
in the limit given to its defects.
A reasonable man will not take a
razor to cleave blocks; in like
manner, every useless refinement
in the optical use of the eye would
have rendered that organ more
delicate and slower in its applica·
tion."
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To this we add the observation
that at least in one essential point
the eye possesses a quality which
only the most recent refinements
in the art of making microscopes,
telescopes, etc., have been able to
achieve. I refer to the achromatism of the eye. Here is what happens in the ordinary use of crystal
lenses. When two very bright colors are alongside of each other,
there is drawn between them a
line colored with the hues of the
rainbow; at least, this is what
happens to images perceived by
means of these lenses. Newton believed it impossible to remedy this
defect of our optical instruments.

Yet this has been attained to a
certain extent. Lenses free from
this defect are what are called
achromatic lenses. But human art
is unable to obtain an absolutely
perfect achromatism. Now the human eye is achromatic: what
proves it is that, looking at a
white object on a black ground,
we perceive no intermediary line.
The outlines of objects are clear
and undisturbed. How this achromatism is obtained!, I do not
know. Doubtless by some perfectly natural, probably very simple,
mechanism. But while subject to
natural law, can such miracles of
structure be the result of chance?

I

~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUED]

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

1\ Critics have it in their power
•. to impede the widespread acceptance of new modes of expression. If they are keen-witted,
learned, bold, gifted with sharp
tongues, and doggedly opposed
to radical innovations, they are
able, for a time at least, to stand
in the way of creators who, like
Richard Wagner, break with longenshrined precepts and throw
many a sacrosanct tradition overboard. In the long run, however,
the pens of hostile critics cannot
prevail against anything that has
genuine worth.
If Eduard Hanslick had been
able to shape the course of music
according to his own pet views
and his own predilections, Wagner's works would be as dead as
doornails today, the compositions
of Franz Liszt would be useless
fossils, Anton Bruckner would be
little more than a name, and
Hugo Wolf as well as other com-

posers who did not find favor in
the eyes of the erudite, witty, and
influential critic would be buried
for all time between the covers of
history books.
Yet Hanslick was a great music
critic. In fact, he was one of
the greatest. When he spoke, the
world of music pricked up its ears
and listened attentively. Hanslick
espoused the cause of Johannes
Brahms with vigor and admirable
acumen; but he set his bearded
face like stainless steel against the
compositions of Wagner. Even in
our time one reads his articles
with avid interest. Many of them
have become classics in the field
of music criticism. Yes, even some
of those diatribes from his pen
which assail Wagner with venomous fury have become classics.
There is a twofold reason for this.
In the first place, Hanslick's vitriolic philippics against Wagner are
written with consumrniate skill
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and, in consequence, are masterpieces of brilliant invective; in
the second place, they have acquired permanent value_ because
they show conclusively and with
extraordinary clarity how woefully wrong and perverse even the
most erudite critics can be.
What about Wagner's fellowcomposers? Some of them followed the lead of Liszt and broke
many a lance for what the bold
and intrepid pathfinder had to
say; others either treated Wagner
with scorn or damned him with
faint praise.
It is a well-known fact that
Brahms and Wagner did not see
eye to eye; but I do not believe
that Brahms's hostility to the creator of the Ring, Tristan und
Isolde, and Die Meistersinger was
born of bitterness. It was based
on points of view which differed
diametrically and in their very
essence from the tenets and the
practices of Wagn~r. One has
more than a little right to conclude that Brahms actually had
some measure of admiration for
the man whose works had created
so great a furore on the musical
scene.
Do you know that in the ·first
movement of Brahms's Symphony
No. 3 there is a brief passage
which seems to ·be a direct quotation from the Venusbe?"g music in
Wagner's Tannhiiuser? Let us
listen to what J. A. Fuller-Mait-

land, the famous English critic,
has to say about this. He points
out that
just before the second subject appears there occurs one of the rare instances in which Brahms has used
phrases first uttered by another cornposer, for the harmonies and melodic
phrase invariably recall a passage
from the Venusberg scene in Tannhiiuser. Few, indeed, will be the critics who will base on this a charge
of plagiarism, for even if it had been
worth while for Brahms to appropriate another man's thought deliberately, the logical and beautiful
use he makes of it in the place where
he puts it would be enough to exonerate him. As a matter of fact, it
can be nothing but the merest coincidence. (Brahms. Methuen and
Company, London. 1911.)

Dr. Hugo Riemann, the distinguished German scholar, had a
different opinion. He thought it
likely that Brahms may have
quoted from the Venus berg music
in order to pay a tribute to his
much-discussed contemporary.
Who knows?
Brahms's Generous Disposition
f\ In Impressions That R e•. mained (Alfred A. Knopf,
New York, 1947), an engrossing
autobiographical book, Dame
Ethel Smyth, the English composer, says that among Brahms's admirers
it was the fashion to despise Wagner, but to this he demurred, and
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a remark he often made: "His imitators are monkeys (A!Jen), but the
man himself has something to say"
was cited as proof of his noble, generous disposition.

When Wagner died, Brahms
sent a wreath; but he received no
acknowledgment whatever from
the Wagner family. Cosima Wagner is reported to have said, "Why
should the wreath be acknowledged? I understand the man was
no friend to our art." Neither
Wagner himself nor Cosima was
a model of politeness or magnanimity; but this fact, unpalatable
though it is, had nothing at all
to do with the music of the great
master.
Dame Ethel writes about the
utter disdain which Joseph Joachim, the famous violinist whose
very name calls forth awe even in
our time, had for Wagner's music
dramas. The renowned master of
the fiddle "considered Wagner a
colossal joke." On one occasion
.Joachim and Elisabeth von Herzogenberg, both close friends of
Brahms, "sat through" a whole
act of Siegfried, and "whenever a
certain chord, let us say a diminished ninth, occurred in the
score," they exchanged a "Good
morning." Dame Ethel thought
that this was "a very provoking
pleasantry even to hear about."
Tchaikovsky had no unqualified liking for Wagner's works.
After he had heard Parsifal, he
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told his brother Modeste that, in
his opinion, it was absurd for a
composer to have "mythological
fantastic creatures" and "fanciful
beings" sing.
It is more than interesting to
learn that the composer of the
Pathetic Symphony disliked
Brahms's music with equal candor. Dame Ethel, whose fascinating book everyone interested in
music should read with the most
concentrated attention, relates
how Tchaikovsk y
would argue with me about Brahms
by the hour, strum passages on the
piano and ask if they were not hideous, declaring I must be under hypnotic influence, since to admire this
awkward pedant did not square with
what he was kind enough to call the
soundness of my instinct on other
points.

Concerning Wagner's Parsifa,
Tchaikovsky wrote to Nadezhda
:Fileretovna von Meek:
Here we are dealing with a great
master, a genius, even if one gone
somewhat astray. So luxuriant, so
enormous, is his wealth of harmony
that it finally tires even a specialist.
What, then, must be the feelings of
an ordinary mortal who has struggled
for three hours with this flow of complex harmonic combinations? . . . If
the singer may not sing, but-amid the
deafening roar of the orchestra-is
expected to declaim a series of set
and colourless phrases to the accompaniment of a gorgeous, but disjune-
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tive and amorphous symphony, is that
opera? What astonishes, me, however,
i:s the solemnity with which this
philosophizing German set the most
inane subject to music. Who can be
moved, for example, by Parsifal, in
which, rather than men and women
like ourselves in temperament and
emotion, we find legendary beings
who might do in a ballet, but not
in a music drama? I can't comprehend how anyone can listen without
laughing or being bored to those unending monologues in which Parsifal,
Kundry, and the rest complain of
their misfortunes. Can we sympathize
with them? Can we love or hate
them? Certainly not. We remain unmoved by their passions, emotions,
triumphs and misfortunes. That
which is unfamiliar to the human
heart should never be the source of
musical inspiration. (Quoted by Herbert Weinstock in Tchaikovsky. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 1943.)

Tchaikovsky felt, and expressed,
a similar antipathy to some of the
operas of Giuseppe Verdi. About
A ida he declared, "I need people,
not dolls. I do not know, I do
not understand, the feelings of an
Egyptian princess, a pharaoh, or
some crazy Nubian."
Distasteful to Sibelius

l\

Early in his career Jean Sibelius found Wagner's music
distasteful. The works of the German revolutionist were repugnant
to the mighty Finn's own credo.
Recently, however, Sibelius wrote:

tl

If I were young again but equipped
with the experience life has given
me, I think, for instance, that I
should be considerably more appreciative of Wagner than I once was. My
decided antagonism to Wagner in my
youth was, I fancy, dictated to some
extent by the fear of being subjected
to an influence that I had seen taking
possession of so many of my friends,
both old and young. And yet, I still
place Verdi higher than Wagner.

Once upon a time Darius Milhaud, the gifted and resourceful
French modernist who is now a
resident of the United States, reviewed a Wagner concert in Paris
by using only three words-and,
of course, his by-line. He wrote,
((A bas Wagner!" ("Down with
Wagner!")
At this point it will be profitable to interrupt our- discussion of
Wagner once more in order to
listen to a performance of a magnificent scene in one of the master's monumental music dramas.
I am referring to Brilnnhilde' s
Immolation, which concludes the
final act of Die Gotterdammerung. It is presented with superb
and heroic artistry by Helen Traubel, soprano, and the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Arturo
Toscanini (Victor Album 978).
Hagen, son of the wily and
vengeful Alberich, has slain Siegfried. The hero's body is lying on
a bier in the center of the great
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hall of the Gibichungs on the
bank of the Rhine. Greedy for
power, Hagen approaches the
corpse and tries to take the wonder-working Ring from the dead
man's finger; but by a miracle
the body raises an arm in menace.
Only Briinnhilde, Siegfried's beloved, can remove the ornament
fashioned from the Rhinegoldthe ornament which carries with it
unlimited power and, at the same
time, Alberich's dreadful curse.
The heroine orders the vassals to
build a great funeral pyre. She
summons two ravens from the
rocks and bids them fly to Valhalla to bear the tidings of what
they have seen and heard. "Go to
Briinnhilde's rock," she orders,
"where Loge still burns, and direct him to the mansion of the
gods; for their end is at hand."
Briinnhilde hurls a torch upon
the pyre and then makes ready to
be immolated in the fire which
will consume the corpse of Sieg-

fried. She puts the Ring on her
finger and calls upon the Rhinemaidens to take it from her ashes.
"Let fire, burning this hand," she
sings, "cleanse, too, the Ring from
its curse." Mounting her charger
Grane, she rides into the flames,
which blaze up furiously and seize
upon the great hall itself. The
waters of the Rhine roll over the
pyre, and the daughters of the
stream swim up and snatch the
Ring out of the embers. In a desperate attempt to retrieve the
treasure, Hagen rushes into the
river; but the Rhinemaidens seize
him and drag him down to destruction. Valhalla itself bursts
into flames, and thus is wrought
the doom of the Nibelungs, the
Volsungs, and the gods themselves. Briinnhilde has sung, "Not
goods nor gold, nor glory of gods,
can fashion a blessing for weal,
can win a blessing from woe-but
Love alone."
[TO BE CONTINUED]

RECENT RECORDINGS
Christ lag
in Todesbanden (Christ Lay in the
Bonds of Death). The RCA Victor
Chorale and Orchestra under Robert Shaw.-Mr. Shaw makes use of
no meretricious devices in his reading. Under his capable direction,
the magnificent Easter cantata
speaks its message and its meaning

JoiiANN SEBASTIAN BAcH.

with beauty, dignity, and com·
pelling power. Victor Album 1096.
Symphony No. 5·
The Boston Symphony Orchestra
under Serge Koussevitzky.-To my
thinking, Prokofieff has far more
to say than his much-discussed
countryman, the redoubtable

SERGEI PROKOFIEFF.
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Dmitri Shostakovich. He is individualistic to a high degree; but he
has a keen sense of melody as well
as of form, and he expresses his
thoughts with forcefulness and
extraordinary skill. Victor Album
1095·

Moonlight
Sonata. Vladimir Horowitz, pianist.
Sonata Pathetique. Artur Rubinstein, pianist.-! like Horowitz'
virile and incisive performance
of the Moonlight Sonata as much
as I like Rubinstein's trenchant
reading of the Sonata Pathetique.
Victor Albums 1115 and 1102.

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN.

MozART. Le
Nozze di Figaro (The Marriage of
Figaro). The Glyndebourne Festival Opera Company and Chorus

vVoLFGANG AMADEUS

under Fritz Busch.-This great
comic opera is brimful of some of
Mozart's most glorious music. Mr.
Busch has caught the spirit of the
work and projects it with admirable smoothness and felicity. This
recording had been unavailable for
some time. Victor Albums 313, 314,
and 315.
FREDERICK HANDEL. The
Great Elopement. The London
Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bart.-A few
years ago Sir Thomas wrote a ballet on the basis of some of the
sadly neglected music to be found
in Handel's operas and in other
works from the great master's pen.
He called the work The Great
Elopement. The playing is excellent. Victor Album 1093.
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READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER
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What We Have Learned
THE SOVIET IMPACT ON THE
WESTERN WORLD. By Edward
Hallett Carr. The Macmillan
Company, New York. 1947. 113
pages. $1.75.
DWARD HALLETI CARR is Wilson
Professor of International Politics at University College of Wales.
Before 1929 he was at the British legation in Latvia, where he had ample opportunity to study Soviet life
and affairs firsthand.
The purpose of this little book is
to appraise the influence which the
Soviet Union has had on the life
and thought of the nations commonly designated as "Western." This
topic Prof. Carr discusses under the
following headings: political; economic; social; international relations; ideological; plus "some historical perspectives."
Fully aware of the difficulties
which attend any effort to measure
causation, especially in politics, Prof.
Carr is nevertheless convinced that
in many areas Soviet ways have had
an impact on Western patterns of

E

thinking and action. On the one
hand, for example, he issues "a caveat against the idea that all the successful practices which became current in international trade in the
193o's were derived from Soviet example" (p. 66) . He does, however,
regard it as significant that "Marxism has encouraged the now commonly accepted belief that improved
material standards of living are the
foundation of other forms of improvement" (p. 44).
On both sides of the political
fence, there is a great deal of uninformed and irresponsible talk about
the relation between American political democracy and Soviet "economic democracy"; recent events have
demonstrated that men in high
places are not immune, either.
Those who regard that relation as
irreconcilable, as well as those who
regard it as one of identity, could do
worse than to read Carr's book. He
knows the field, he thinks clearly,
and he is not afraid of the truth.
There should be more books like
The Soviet Impact on the Western
World.

~--------~~~----~- n
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Irish Memoirs
LIFE AND THE DREAM. By Mary
Colum. Doubleday and Company.
Garden City, N. Y. 1947. 454
pages. $3.50.
HE

memoirs of Mrs. Colum, wife

T of Padraic Colum and herself a
distinguished critic, embrace two literary worlds-Dublin of the Irish
Literary Renaissance and New York
of the post-1914 period. "Memoirs"
is perhaps an inadequate term ~or
this book. Reaching adolescence w1th
a brilliant mind and warm sympathies, the tomboyish Mary Maguire
submitted to the exacting religious
and philosophical discipline of a convent school; her lifelong habits of
careful thought appear in her reasoned judgments of the people she
knew.
As a child in rural Ireland Mary
romped about the countryside, becoming friends with the kindly and
proud country people and frequ~nt
ly seeing "traveling .men" -str?llmg
musicians, ballad smgers, tmkers
and pedlars. In later years, when she
had more knowledge of the world,
she looked back at the country people of her region as among the most
"civilized" people she had ever
known. The Irish were very conscious of the past-the national past
and the family past; but few persons
cared much for old furniture or heirlooms. The many "risings" against
England and the reprisals had made
it difficult to keep such things, and
the poverty common even among
the gentry required . them to sell
what they did not need . .

The day of her arrival in Dublin to begin her university training,
Mary saw a sandwich man advertising a week of plays by Synge, Ye~ts,
and Lady Gregory. "I asked the Jarvey to walk his horse slowly so that I
could read again the magic names,
the magic titles. . . ." Soon she was
president of a girls' literary society
that attended the plays devotedly,
and before long she had become acquainted with all the great figures
of the Irish revival. After her graduation she taught in one of two
schools headed by Padraic Pearse
and staffed by idealistic young people, several of whom were destined
to be shot after the Easter Rebellion
of 1916. Dublin was feverish with
busy young people-"! have never
seen anywhere so many young people cutting figures of importance."
In 1912 Mary married the young
writer Padraic Colum. On Sundays
they dined with Dr. Sigerson or with
A. E., and at their own "Tuesdays"
they welcomed a crowd of literary
friends.
William Butler Yeats is the hero
of Mrs. Colum's book: "I never
knew a greater mind or a greater
man, one with such all-round endowments, such a variety of intellectual interests, or more generosity
about another's gifts." Numerous
other figures, however, are also sensitively presented. There is Maud
Gonne, the heroine of all Yeats'
poetry; there are A. E., Lady Gregory, W. S. Blunt, and James Joycewhom the Colums knew very well
in Paris; there are Harriet Monroewhom Mrs. Colum admired as an
editor but found somewhat absurd

georgian Architecture
"If cities were bu.ilt by the sou.nd of mu.sic, then
some edifices wou.ld appear to be constru.cted by
grave, solemn tones and others to have danced forth
by light fantastic airs." -HAWTHORNE.

architecture is usually regarded as being enclosed
within quite definite boundaries marked by time. Really,
however, it was a matter of transition and growth. slow and
unhurried, with a wide fabric of roots running back into a
distant past. It took root and acquired form and definition
under the system of handicraft that had served men well
through many generations. These men drew heavily upon the
skill, resources, and tradition of handicraft but went to their
work under the guidance of well organized rules of proportion, composition and arrangement that reflected with great
fidelity the formalized rules of conduct that characterized that
EORGIAN

G

period in England.
Considered in a limited historical sense, the Georgian period
ran its course in a relatively few years. The illustrations which
are offered here are drawn to call attention to the smaller,
less conspicuous and therefore less well known examples. One
can easily see that symmetry and regularity of spacing are
the characteristic qualities of all these charming doorways.
Nevertheless, there is a great deal of character and quality
derived from the handling of materials under the guidance of
sympathetic understanding of their possibilities and the part
that texture plays in the outcome. Santayana says it well when
he comments on the relationship between life and its architectural setting and referring to the Englishmen of the eighteenth century (after commenting on the disappearance of the
Gothic and other types of architecture), "There appears
in the next generation the so genteel, so judicious Georgian
mansion, with its ruddy brick, its broad windows, and its
delicate mouldings and accessories of stone. The tragio and
the comic were spirited away together, and only the domestic
remained.''
:\DALBERT

R.

l<..RETZMANN
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otherwise-Hart Crane, various New
York friends, and Elinor Wylie.
The Colums' Irish background enabled them to understand the class
and race conflicts in Hawaii, where
they visited in 1923 in order that
Padraic Colum might, at the request
of the legislature, put into literary
form the old legends that were
threatened with oblivion. France too
has always seemed congenial to the
Irish, and in the course of several
sojourns in France the Colums made
many friendships among French
writers.
Concluding her recollections, Mrs.
Colum observes: "I think the most
dangerous things in the world and
the ones that have caused continual
turbulence are the inequalities, the
senseless, man-made inequalities that
could be done away with-social inequality, economic inequality, race
inequality, sex inequality-they mean
not only unhappiness, but terrible
waste. . . . Then the craze for conformity, for uniformity, the passion
to make people all have the same religious or political principles, the
same social habits, has always been a
great cause of trouble."

Masaryk and Marx
THE BRIGHT PASSAGE. By Maurice Hindus. Doubleday and Company, New York. 1947. 370 pages.
$3.00.
best known for his books
the Soviet Union, Mother
Russia and Humanity Uprooted,
Maurice Hindus has also produced
three books on Czechoslovakia, of
which this is the third. In We Shall
HOUGH
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Live Again he described Masaryk's
republic before Munich; in To Sing
·w ith the Angels he spoke of the
Czechoslovak resistance movement;
in The Bright Passage he tries to
evaluate Czechoslovakia's position in
the post-war world.
On the whole, he has succeeded
in his task. He leaves his reader with
a fairly accurate picture of the problems confronting the Czechoslovak
Republic by virtue of its new rela·
tionship to the Soviet Union and
the consequent rearrangement of its
domestic affairs. Nor is his book lacking in material on the recovery of
the people from the sufferings and
difficulties of the late war.
Unlike some other interpreters of
the lcontemporary scene, Hindus
does not believe that the Czechs have
given up Masaryk in favor of Marx.
He is rather convinced that because
of the tradition of Hus and Comenius, Palacky and Masaryk, the
Czechs "are in a position to create
a new pattern of revolution, new in
philosophical concept, in social outlook, in practical application" (p.
1 57)·
Credit for this should go, so
Hindus maintains, to Dr. Edvard
Benes, president of the Republic,
because he has realistically appraised
the significance of the revolution of
our time and has had the foresight
to adjust himself and his country to
changing needs and conditions.
As proof of his view, Hindus cites
long passages from Bend' address
of December 15, 1945, which he regards as "the fullest and most illuminating pronouncement that anyone in the Western world has ut-
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tered since the tragic days of Munich" (p. 166) . Here Bend insisted
that "no modern nation, if it does
not wish to lay itself open to dangerous reverses, can act in practice according to the dialectical materialist
philosophy of history" (p. 172).
Despite its far-reaching program
of nationalization, then, Czechoslovakia has not turned Marxist; this
Hindus amply demonstrates. But
like most of his books, The Bright
Passage suffers from oversimplification; thus, his analysis of the dangers still implicit in Slovakia (pp.
342-60) does not, it seems to this
reviewer, take sufficient account of
the new political alignment, particularly in the so-called "Democratic"
party.
For a person desiring a handy
summary of the present situation in
the land where the ideals of Masaryk
and Marx are now in conflict, Hindus' book is nevertheless worth the
time and money invested.

American Victorianism
AS WE WERE: Family Life in
America I8JO·I900. In Pictures
and Text by Bellamy Partridge
and Otto Bettmann. Whittlesey
House, New York. 1946. 184 pages.
$4·50.

ECAUSE one intelligent picture is

worth dozens of words, this deB
lightful book must be seen to be appreciated. We wish THE CRESSET had
some means of reproducing occasionally a good illustration in its
book reviews when, as here, contemporary woodcuts catch the spirit of
a. bygone era.

The lithographs of Currier and
Ives take first place in any survey
of graphic reporting for this period.
The photography of Matthew Brady
is similarly noteworthy too. But no
means existed whereby, at that time,
reproduction in magazi~es could be
put on a mass-production basis; the
age of the half-tone was yet to come.
It was in this field of pictorial journalism that the American genius revealed itself most tellingly during the
second half of the nineteenth century.
The host of popular magazines-scientific, religious, and agricultural-gave the
people of that time an impressive picture
of their own world. These illustrations
were far from arty. They were simple,
truly democratic expressions of the spirit
of the times. They showed Americans
America as Americans fancied America
to be.

When Dr. Otto Bettmann arrived
in this country from Berlin over a
decade ago, he was fascinated by the
wealth of pictorial Americana as yet
barely touched by historians. A specialist in social and cultural history,
his previous work had been the assembling of a vast collection of
prints and scientific data recording
man's ascent from barbarity to civilization. Combined with his more
recently acquired group of early
American prints, etc., this compilation now constitutes the Bettmann
Archive of New York City, a comprehensive picture pageant. Mon:
than 20o,ooo of these items werE
considered in . selecting the final 300
illustrations reproduced in As We
W ere as representative of actual family life seen by the woodcutter's inner as well as outer eye.
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Textual commentary is provided
by Bellamy Partridge, interpreter of
the early American family scene in
Country Lawyer, Excuse My Dust,
Big Family, and january Thaw. His
remarks in As We Were are done in
the manner of .Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay by Cornelia Otis
Skinner and her friend. One insistent note throughout is the continuous process of change, growth, and
progress, from the red-plush stuffiness
of the Victorians to streamlined socalled modernity. Collaborator Partridge captures in words the startling
flavor of actuality and some nostalgia. In so doing, he makes us smile
thoughtfully, an experience akin to
the psychological effect of true comedy in its betrayal of ideas.
The order of procedure is not
strictly chronological for the five
fateful decades. "Our story tries to
recapture the period as a whole. It
depicts modes of living that change
but slowly-defying the stringent
rules of the calendar." Country Life
is divided into haydays on the Old
Farm, holidays, the Country Fair,
and what the farmer found when he
went to Town. The middle unit
shows doings on the Home Front
during the Civil War, followed by
problems in Reconstruction. The
final section entitled the Lure of the
City explains street life and business,
the Philadelphia Centennial, private
lives, sports and amusements. A topical index facilitates ready reference.
"Territorially we have confined
ourselves to the eastern part of the
United States, vortex of the industrial age, which was later on to ex-
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pand to the West and eventually to
the South, regions with which we
may concern ourselves another
time." Historically this book ends
with the nineteenth century rolling
majestically into its grave as the
horseless carriage rattles its way into
Tomorrow. It is a fairly continuous
record, and if it does not get in all
that happened, the reasons for the
selections make the book the more
interesting.
To us the most interesting portion of this panorama is a matter
of philology. As We Were includes
brief bits explanatory of the origin
of such descriptive phrases as quick
lunch, spectator sports, sporting fan
(from "fancy"), summer boarder,
sanitary fair, shoddy aristocracy, union suit, vacation with pay, Saratoga
trunk, land office business, being
stuck on a girl, etc. How richly apt
is our native tongue to assimilate
choice details of customs, habits,
ways-of-life, folklore, decorum, and
taste!
Enrichment in appreciation of
today's family life is his who will
but leaf through a book like this,
with its minimum of reading matter
used to accentuate the visual appeal. But the venture, we predict, will
be followed by complete perusal.
Grown-ups and children alike will
enjoy its friendly respect for Yesterday. The editors seemingly realized that though everything which
has taken place more than twenty
years ago may be quaint now, it
was not quaint at the time. Our turn
comes all too rapidly! Best of all,
this album refrains from easy wit at
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the expense of certain £ashior~s
hats for instance. This is a good year
not to be funny about grandma's
hats.
The seriously inclined reader
would do better to read or consult
the third volume of Album of American History: I8JJ·I8gJ , edited by
James Truslow Adams. The picture
specialist would probably prefer Adventures of America: I8JJ·Igoo, A
Pictorial Record from Harper's
Weekly, by John A. Kouwenhoven.
We personally vote for As We Were
as a happy medium, a satisfactory
blend of humor and seriousness, of
amusement and information, of pictures and print, with instant appeal
to the imagination.
H ERBERT H. UMBACH

Gilbertian Poesy
PLAYS AND POEMS OF W. S.
GILBERT, including the Complete Texts of the Fourteen Gilbert and Sullivan Operas, Three
Other Gilbert Plays, and All The
Bab Ballads. Illustrations by the
Author. Preface by Deems Taylor.
Random House, New York. 1947
reissue of 1932 edition. 1218 pages.

$3·50.
HE

centenary of this writer was

celebrated in 1936. Mourned by
T
his contemporaries as a celebrity
who ruled over the kingdom of Topsy-Turvydom, Sir William Schwenck
Gilbert has grown in importance
with the years because posterity has
included him among the literary immortals. His very own niche was
earned by his mastery of the English
language as a vehicle of poetic rail-

lery and by the fact, admitted by
Sullivan, that Gilbert's texts were
beautifully written for music in their
rhymes and rhythms.
Gilbert found the stage a prey to
burlesque with its distortion of the
natural and its rendering of exalted
objects in grotesque mimicry. He left
it an endowment of the richest spontaneous wit and whimsical humor
known in modern times. H~s idea
of fun is related to the mock-heroic,
developing the incongruity of petty
figures engaged in dignified pursuits.
Or, pu t it this way: Shakespeare sublimated society as an expression of
life, whereas Gilbert revealed society
as a contradiction of life. He rewrote
Shakespeare, so to speak, in terms
of Mark Twain. It was once the
fashion to dub Gilbert the Victorian
Aristophanes; resemblances are easy
to find. But when all is said, the life
of Gilbert best explains the success
of his comedies and lyrics. The satire, irony, paradox, sentiment, and
humor arise out of his own experiences; he knew and had felt the
meaning of what he was illuminating by wit.
How pleasant to read all the Bah
Ballads (Bah had been G's pet name
as a child) written for periodical
publication, and to review that series of fourteen comic operas, together with three other Gilbert
plays, which has remained-despite
frequent puns, lost allusions, and
other dated elements-perennially
fresh and delightful! It appears to
be not generally known that Gilbert
himself made drawings for all the
operettas. Signed "Bab" and done
in the style of the author's drawings
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for his Bab Ballads, they indicate
his spirit and his intentions summarily yet definitely. To the observant eye they have something of the
nature of stage directions and lead
one to wonder to what extent Gilbert's own stage business accords
with what we see today when these
works are produced. This complete
edition of all the G and S operas,
etc., may well become the ultimate
authority for confirmed Savoyards on
questions of their gospel. Here are
such favorites as Iolanthe, The Mikado, Patience, The Pirates of Penzance, H.M.S. Pinafore, Ruddigore,
together with the lesser known Thespis) Utopia Limited, The Palace of
Truth and eight more. Word for
word and verse for verse (unfortunately with lines unnumbered) , the
complete dramas are printed with
the total ballads, source-book for
numerous ideas in the dramas.
The lengthy preface by Deems
Taylor repeats what is already
known about Gilbert and adds to
the theories of what actually separated Gilbert from Sullivan. It corroborates the dominating importance
of G in saving S's lost chords. It
gives credit to the influence of the
composer Fred Clay and the theatre
manager D'Oyley Carte. Emphasis
on the lyricist seems the logical basis
for Mr. Taylor's own edition of A
Treasury of Gilbert and Sullivan:
Words and Music of I02 Songs from
I I
Operettas. "\1\Thy, though, does
Deems Taylor not at least mention
Gilbert's self-regarded mission of a
reformer? Fortunately G's vein of
comicality was so rich that it all but
obliterated the moralist; however, this
1
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side of the writer is noteworthy too!
One is either fully a G and S devotee, or wholly not. There seems to
be no middle course. The present
stimulating volume is likely to produce more Gilbertian votaries whose
goal seems to be a complete familiarity with the inspired nonsense of the
libretti. Let's hope that it will
change the Savoyard vogue into
more discriminating appreciation, so
that only the best sung and best acted performance of these works will
be tolerated.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Comprehensive Chronicle
AMERICA: Its History and People.
By Harold Underwood Faulkner
and Tyler Kepner. Harper and
Brothers, New York. 1947. 949
pages. $4.00.

ERE is a reprint and a revision
of an American history text
which first appeared in 1934. The
authors, Harold Underwood Faulkner and Tyler Kepner are, respectively, Dwight W. Morrow Professor
of History at Smith College and Director of Social Studies in the Brookline, Massachusetts, schools.
They divide their work into six
units: America, A Part of the British
Empire; The Growth of Democracy
in America; The Industrialization of
America; Cultural and Social America; America as a World Power; Recent American Trends.
The work has definite assets which
many texts on American history
lack:

H
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1) On pages 15 and the following the
authors list the various reasons for
American colonization; they attach sufficient importance to economics and desire for adventure as
reasons for coming to the N ew
World. Too frequently the religious and political persecutions in
Europe have been over-emphasized
as reasons for emigration. A realistic survey of the facts will indicate that not too many Europeans took their religion seriously
enough to leave horne for its sake.
2) Faulkner and Kepner distinguished between the Puritans and
the Separatists. Most texts confuse
the bigoted Separatists or Brownists with the more evangelical Puritans.
3) The work leaves the reader with
the impression that the Colonial
Period was a comparatively long
period of time. Too many people
labor under the impression that
the first colonists landed ca. 16oo
and immediately proceeded to set
up the government of the United
States of America. For some rea·
son their instruction in American
history failed to impress them with
the fact American history prior to
the writing of the Constitution
covers a period in time equal to
our history since 1789.
4) The text rightly emphasizes our
transition from an agricultural to
an industrial economy, pointing
out-by implication at least-that
our political history since 186o is
largely the chronicle of an attempt
to adapt a constitution written for
an agricultural economy to an industrial economy.

5) The bibliography division which
lists imaginative readings as well
as factual history is fortunate.
6) The book discusses the activities
of the forgotten souls to whom
Holbrook refers as the lost men in
American history. For instance,
this book is the first standard
American history text which, in
the reviewer's experience, carries
an account of Mary Lease, that
colorful female who in the days of
Populism moved through the Middle \Vest urging farmers "to raise
more hell and less corn."
The book has certain defects:
1) The authors continue "to twist
the British lion's tail" in their
evaluation of the "Intolerable
Acts." Chitwood in his Colonial
America has shown that apparently harsh measures instituted by
England after the Boston Tea Party are more appropriately listed as
the so-called Intolerable Acts.

2) The statement on page 42 regarding religious toleration in Maryland is not quite in accord with
the facts. The large number of
Protestant artisans m Marylan·:l
and the relatively small number
of Roman Catholic "gentlemen"
forced Cecil Calvert to tolerate the
Protestants.
3) To indict Andrew Jackson for introducing the Spoils System into
national politics is an example of
sloppy scholarship. Adams and
Jefferson were as partisan in their
appointments as "Old Hickory."
The authors are apparently nol
familiar with Erik Eriksson's myth-
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dispelling work on the FeJeral
Civil Service.
4) In discussing the immediate causes
of the Civil War greater consideration might well have been given
to Uncle Tom's Cabin and particularly to Helper's Impending
Crisis. The latter work caused a
violent reaction in the South.
5) In the opinion of the reviewer
the significance of the frontier in
American history does not receive
adequate treatment. We were particularly surprised not to find the
names of Webb, Turner, and Riegel listed in the bibliography of
the section on the Westward
Movement.
Despite its shortcomings the book
is worthwhile. The price is right;
the book is interestingly written; the
graphs, maps, and charts are helpful.
The cover is correct in stating that
in this book "one of the most essential but difficult-to-fill reference
needs of every American home is
met-the need of a sound, comprehensive, readable . . . American historv."

The Marshalls
TOGETHER: Annals of an Army
Wife. By Katherine Tupper Marshall. Tupper and Love, Inc., New
York and Atlanta. 1946. 292 pages.
Illustrated. $3.50.
FEW months ago the colorful
career of George Catlett Marshall took a new turn. In January,
1947, the famous soldier, who had
just returned from an arduous and
abortive mission to China, assumed
the heavy responsibilities which go
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with the office of Secretary of State
of the United States. For the first
time in the history of our nation a
powerful military leader was appointed to this all-important cabinet
post.
The problems and the tasks which
confront General Marshall are of
herculean proportions. In this period of suspense and uneasy peace
the entire world breathlessly watches
each new move on the checkerboard
of international diplomacy. Eagerly
and anxiously we scrutinize the
statesmen who are engaged in the
fateful game which will determine
the future of many nations and
many people. The voice and the
figure of the American Secretary of
State represent the wealth, the power, and the prestige of the United
States. What
is General Marshall
1
like? How well equipped is he to
bear the burdens of his high office?
Although General Marshall has
figured in countless news stories before, during, and after World War
II, Katherine Tupper Marshall's excellent book, Together, provides the
first official, authorized biography of
the eminent soldier-statesman's personal life. In a foreword Mrs. Marshall says:
During the past three years there
have been many requests for a biography of General Marshall. These he has
discouraged, with the explanation that
a biography to be an accurate evaluation
should be written after the subject is
no longer of this world. Also, General
Marshall has told me that he will never
write his own memoirs, his knowledge
of people and events being too intimate
for publication.
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Therefore, when General Marshall
was sent to China as the representative
of the President on a mission of indefinite length, I felt that I could perform
neither a greater service nor pass the
long months more interestingly than
by putting into an informal narrative
the material I had collected since our
marriage in 1930.
I have included trivial events along
with the more serious ones. This was
done for two reasons: first, it is through
these seemingly small happenings that
a clearer understanding will be gained
of George Marshall's character; second,
I hoped that trivial or amusing events
might illumine and make more readable this homespun account of our
years together.
Together is an absorbing and appealing book. Mrs. Marshall tells the
story of her years with General Marshall with admirable restraint and
engaging modesty. Good taste, a fine
sense of fun, and a rich fund of fascinating detail are woven into a delightful, readable, and thoroughly
human biography. The inclusion of
valuable documentary material and
a series of official and semi-official
photographs, as well as of an official chronological biography of General of the Army George C. Marshall, add to the importance a:t;Id
lasting value of the volume.

Career of a Violinist
WITH STRINGS ATTACHED:
Reminiscences and Reflections. By
Joseph Szigeti. Alfred A. Knopf,
New York. 1947. 341 and xvii
pages. Illustrated. $4.00.
who has thrilled to the
chaste and mature artistry of
A
Joseph Szigeti, one of the greatest
NYONE

violinists of this or any other time,
will be eager to read the reminiscences and reflections that are strung
together in With Strings Attached.
The fact that Mr. Szigeti has set
forth many of his experiences and
convictions in a somewhat disjointed manner does not detract in any
way at all from the value of the
book. The author takes up this or
that subject and this or that personality as the spirit moves him. With
Strings Attached is an autobiographical work arranged with a certain
amount of attention to chronological sequence. Its chief worth is to be
found in the hundreds of fascinating
observations which deal, in the main,
with music and musicians.
One has more than a little right
to conclude that the eminent Hungarian-born artist could have won
genuine distinction as a writer if he
had not chosen to devote his life to
the violin. With Strings Attached is
neither highly polished in style, nor
does it reveal the fluency of expression that is characteristic of the best
prose; but it does show that the author has amassed a vast amount of
musical and other lore in the course
of his long career and that he is
endowed by nature with a brilliant
and resilient mind. One must bear
in mind that English is not Mr. Szigeti's native tongue. If it were and
if, in addition, the distinguished
master of the fiddle had found occasion to practice the art of writing
as intensively and as assiduously as
he has cultivated the art of violinplaying, he could have gained indisputable eminence in the field of letters.
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It seems certain, however, that Mr.
Szigeti has no hankering to add fame
as a writer to his renown as a musician. Nevertheless, one ventures to
state with all possible emphasis that
the author of With Strings Attached
owes the world at least one more
book. The present volume deals with
a host of musicians and with music
of many types; but it does so in a
sketchy way. One longs for more.
Those who have heard Mr. Szigeti
unfold the rich beauty of, let us say,
Beethoven's Concerto in D Major}
of Brahms's Sonata in D Minor} or
of some of the works of Bach and
Mozart know that the famous violinist is deeply conscious of the fact
that the great classics are holy
ground. Those who have come under the spell of Mr. Szigeti's art as it
is revealed in much of its multifold
beauty in readings of works by composers who seek and find new paths
of expression realize that the great
fiddler towers head and shoulders
above violinists who win acclaim and
a large following by catering chiefly
to a widespread demand for show
pieces and mere trifles. In With
Strings Attached Mr. Szigeti tells us
much about his convictions, his predilections, his resolves, and his experiences; but out of the rich fund
of his learning he could, and should,
tell us far more about the music he
loves.
The writer of this review cannot
refrain from injecting a personal
note into his discussion of Mr. Szigeti's book. After reading With
Strings Attached he had a feeling
similar to a reaction that came to
him a few years ago after he had
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talked with the famous violinist. Mr.
Szigeti had played a recital. He was
changing his clothes in the green
room, and he had invited this reviewer in for a little chat. It was
late, and the artist was shedding his
concert apparel and making . ready
to don street clothes. He had to
"make a train," as they say in ordinary parlance. "Please call the railroad station," said Mr. Szigeti to
your reviewer, "and ask that the
train be held for me." There was a
rush to the telephone; but when the
writer returned, Mr. Szigeti had taken French leave. A pleasant interview had been left dangling in midair. The violinist does too much of
this very thing in With Strings Attached. He talks for a while about
this or that; then he takes French
leave of the subject and leaves the
reader dangling in midair. Mr. Szigeti whets one's appetite for another
book-a book into which the great
artist could, and should, pour a far
larger amount of his extraordinarily
huge fund of musical erudition than
has found its way into With Strings
Attached.

African Novel
THE UMBRELLA THORN. By
Peter de Polnay. Creative Age
Press, New York. 1947. 309 pages.
$2.75·
FTER the "hammock" type of
novel which has so far been almost the sole fictional guide to life
in the Kenya Colony, it is gratifying
to find a novel which, while depicting vividly the geographical details of
this region, yet is concerned not with
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lurid embroilments but with the general problems of mature adult life. In
its sanity De Polnay's novel recalls
the memoirs of Izak Dinesen, Out
of Africa.
At forty-one, Major David Mc;Kenna, once married unhappily, now
a "bachelor" holding himself to a
carefully disciplined life, has made a
considerable success of farming on a
6,ooo-foot ridge two miles from the
equator. Still a soldier at heart, he
does not care for farming, but few
of his fellow-settlers have done as
good a job at it. McKenna is a
thoughtful, que:stioning man, and
on the hot afternoons he frequently
walks out with his hounds to a group
of three umbrella thorns which, when
he first saw them, reminded him of
the crucifixion group and recalled
his early schooling in a Catholic
academy; he sits in the dense shade
of the center tree and works out solutions of the problems posed by his
farm and, with more difficulty, those
posed by his friends.
One hot day McKenna drives with
a younger neighbor, Miles Wace, to
Nairobi, where Gloria Wace is in
childbed; Miles, charming, but irresponsible and heavily in debt on his
farm, has got McKenna to promise
to serve as godfather. The little son
is born, but in the midst of his rejoicing the boyish Miles drops dead
of a heart attack, and David has on
his hands a young widow too frivolous to care much for her child, too
devoted to her husband's memory to
adjust herself willingly to another
man, too genuine to accept help on
a false basis, and too undisciplined

to manage the ruined farm. McKenna pays her immediate debts and
tries to make things easy for her.
Contemplating these events under
the thorn tree, he becomes fascinated
with the philosophical problems of
birth and death.
Seeing Gloria's continued despair,
and becoming fond of her, he offers
her a marriage of convenience. Their
gradual adjustment of their ways of
life to each other, their relations
with an assortment of neighbors who
represent various aspects of Britishand human-character make up the
body of the book.
De Polnay has well presented, in a
series of mature conversations and
meditations, some of the fundamental
problems of adult human life, and
has, at the same time, given a vivid
description of Kenya.

Literary Criticism
IN DEFENSE OF REASON. By
Yvor Winters. The Swallow Press
and William Morrow and Company, New York. 1947. 611 pages.
$4.00.

is not, as the title might
a philosophical treatise,
but a volume of literary criticism.
We found it a most refreshing book
to read: the sort of thing that revives the drooping spirits of a reviewer who has been plodding for
some time through undistinguished
material and worse.
Dr. Winters is professor of English at Stanford University. In this
volume he offers three studies: "Primitivism and Decadence"; "Maule's
HIS
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Curse"; and "The Anatomy of Nonsense." There is also a brief monograph on Hart Crane's The Bridge.
Though the three studies are the
product of fifteen years of work, they
develop and apply a single, consistent theory of the nature and function of literature. The first study
deals essentially with principles, the
second with the origin and growth
of decadent tendencies in American
literature, the third with the recent
"flowering" of these tendencies.
Winters holds that a "work of
literature, in so far as it is valuable,
approximates a real apprehension
and communication of a particular
kind of objective truth," namely of
a given human experience. This obviously requires that literature convey meanings in terms of clear conceptions. Winters accordingly is at
war with every effort to make literature, in particular poetry, a vehicle
for the expression of mere unanalyzed
feeling. He traces the emergence and
development in American literature
of the romantic spirit with its emphasis on emotions and shows how
there grew from it the "laborious
foolishness," the perverse, obscure,
nonsensical twaddle, of such writers
as Pound, Stevens, Ransom, and their
followers. He labels such writing
decadent and provides evidence that
it is both cause and effect of a process of decadence in the authors and
in ~ociety. Copious quotations illus·
trate the argument.
We had some difficulty with Wint·ers' use of certain terms. He insists
that literature must have moral content, but he employs the word "moral" with a denotation of his own
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without warning the reader that he
does so. A moral judgment is, for
him, a just evaluation of any human
experience, whether ethical considerations enter in or not. Until the
reader puzzles this out for himself,
he is likely to be sadly confused.
Again, Winters uses the term "obscurantism" to denote deliberately
obscure writing. This also appears
to us to be a neologism, but one that
causes less difficulty because its intent can more easily be gathered
from the context.
We believe that Winters is rendering a valuable service to the cause
of sanity and good sense by mercilessly flaying the cult of nonsense
which reached its apogee in the dribble of James Joyce and whose patron
saint in America is Ezra Pound-the
man who was found non compos
mentis when he was tried for treason
(a finding which some of us had
made long before, on the basis of
his poems). We subjoin a few trenchant judgments of Winters' for the
delectation of our readers, but lest
we leave the impression that the
book is filled with invective, we emphasize that In Defense of Reason is
a most scholarly, calm, and thoroughly documented production and
that these judgments are vindicated
by the context.
Emerson at the core is a fraud and
a sentimentalist. He was the most widely read and most pungent aphorist to
appear in America since that other
limb of the Devil, Benjamin Franklin.
Mr. Pound resembles a village loafer
who sees much and understands little.
He is merely a barbarian on the loose
in a museum,
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[Emerson's teachings] led to the mild
idiocy of Alcott, who refused to eat root
vegetables because they grew downward
instead of aspiring upward.
[A certain remark] seems worthy of a
perfumed and elderly cannibal.

L~ss Than Satisfying
TOWARD CERTAINTY. By Robert
H. Gearhart Jr. Association Press,
New York. 1947. 92 pages. $1.50.
HE author of this little volume
has set himself the task of explaining what is meant by Christian
faith, Christian standards, and Christian communions in such a way that
those who do not know may understand and be drawn to Christianity.
The subject matter is divided into
thirteen chapters and a summary.
Among the topics treated are God,
Jesus, the Holy Spirit, sin, the
atonement, the Bible, the Church,
the sacraments, and immortality.
As his method of presentation the
author has chosen to offer the
grounds on which he himself accepts Christianity. This personalized
approach enables him, on the one
hand, to unify considerations drawn
from various sources, but, on the
other hand, it makes for a certain
looseness and lack of cogency. At
times the position taken is not clear.
It is deplored, for example, that
Christians "quarreled about the
meaning of the word 'atonement.' "
Were they, then, simply to use the
word without connecting with it a
precise meaning? Or if some were
convinced that the very heart of
ChristiaJ?.ity is the substitutionary
sacrifice of Christ, could they do
otherwise than reject as subversive
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the teaching that the power of the
Cross lies only in a moral influence
which it .exerts on men? On page 52
the author seems to hold that this
distinction involves merely a quarrel over a word. On the following
page, however, he writes, "Although
he did no wrong, [Jesus] accepted
as his own the r·esponsibility for sin.''
-Repeated reading of the presentation of the doctrine of the Lord's
Supper left us thoroughly obfuscated
as to the author's position on that
point.-To say that, when we raise
the question why we find in ourselves a tendency to evil, "we are
compelled to acknowledge that we
do not know" is certainly a strange
statement in an explication of Christian doctrine.
We have the feeling that Dr. Gearhart, who is campus pastor of the
ULCA for Philadelphia, has tried
to spare the sensibilities of nonChristian readers by filing down
some of the sharp corners of the
Word of God. We cannot condone
such a procedure. The book has definite virtues and possibilities which,
it appears to us, it would fully realize if it were revised to speak
clearly and positively at all points,
without any effort to make Christian
truth palatable to the natural man.

The Lost Cause
EXPERIMENT IN REBELLION.
By Clifford Dowdey. Doubleday &
Co., Inc., Garden City, N. Y. 1946.
455 pages. $3·75·
H E reviewer remembers his surprise when, upon visiting the capitol of one of our Southern states, he
saw the Stars and Bars of the Confed-
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eracy waving in the breeze from the
same flagpole as the Stars and Stripes.
There could be perhaps no more
striking symbol of the freedom, the
tolerance, and the solidity of this
great republic. What other country
would permit the standard of a defeated rebellion to be flown in public
-let alone from the flagpole of a government building!
The juxtaposition of those two
banners, however, also symbolizes
something else-the brave, fantastic
hopelessness of that cause to which
our Southern friends euphemistically
refer as "The War Between the
States." Mr. Dowdey's book tells the
story of that lost cause-a cause that
was doomed to defeat before it was
fairly begun; a cause whose principal
resources lay not in material wealth
or productivity (for the South fought
the war on a mere shoestring), but
in the valor and pride of its people.
Our nation today is better, not merely because we have retained the resources of the South, but because we
have kept within our domain the people of the South.
Experiment in Rebellion tells of
those people, and particularly of their
leaders. The names of but few of
these have been perpetuated in our
history books-Judah P. Benjamin,
Pierre Beauregard, Joseph E. Johnston, Stonewall Jackson, and Robert
E. Lee, the greatest of them all. But
chiefly the story is woven about Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy. The record of the rebellion's failure is in large measure the
record of his own ineptitude, his selfdelusions, his failure to come to grips
with reality. While great issues hung
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in the balance, he busied himself
with details. When the hour demanded strong and courageous leadership,
he permitted his own vanities and
prejudices to distort his sense of
values and his appraisal of the men
who were his lieutenants.
And yet, for all his defects as a
leader, Jefferson Davis was a good
and well-meaning man. Religious
conviction was deep within him, and
he spent much time in prayer. He
had a burning pride in his cause, in
his people, in his office. But he could
not prevail against the inexorable
tide of history, and in the end both
he and the cause of the Confederacy
were swept under.
Experiment in Rebellion is the
work of a thorough historian: welldocumented, sharply analytical, and
eminently readable. It is a notable
contribution to the history of the
Civil War.

Great Translator
THE LIFE OF EDWARD FITZGERALD, Translator of the Rubdiydt' of Omar Khayyam. By Alfred McKinley Terhune. Yale University Press, New Haven. 1947.
362 pages. $5.00.
UMERous jolly hours in compa-

ny with some of the wittiest of
N
the Victorians await the readers of
this book. Born in 18og, the birthyear of many remarkable men, FitzGerald from his Cambridge days exchanged visits and letters with many
of the great writers, scholars, and divines of his period. Terhune, in this
careful and exhaustive study, traces
the development of these friendships
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and of others with Suffolk farmers
and sailors, constantly quoting passages from letters and memoirs, and
gives a complete account of FitzGerald's activities as an author.
A "recluse" only in the sense oi
not being a public man of affairs,
not letting himself be drawn into
the empty life of "society," and
avoiding publicity, FitzGerald was
seldom alone. Thackeray, Tennyson,
Donne, the Examiner of Plays, Archdeacon Groome, Cowell, the Oriental Scholar who interested him in
Persian, the Kembles, and a variety
of other persons found his successive
Cottages and Granges in Suffolk
somehow convenient plaoes to pass
by and to stop at for two days or
a week. and they were often able to
persuade him to return their visits.
When he was in London he seldom
missed attending the theater every
other night. He loved to romp with
children, and he spent his summers
on the coast with his sister's family,
lending them his yacht. He corresponded at regular intervals with
these friends and, later, with his old
friend Fanny Kemble and with the
Americans Charles Eliot Norton and
James Russell Lowell. "Paradoxically," Terhune declares, "his letters,
written for his most limited audience, have won for him his largest
-the Rubdiydt, alone, being excepted. In the correspondence we find a
distillation of all FitzGerald's qualities, personal as well as artistic. . . .
There we find his criticism; there we
find his enthusiasms and his prejudices; there we find his humor; there
we find the man. And in his letters,
too, we find the bulk of his literary

work, for in writing of art, of his fellow men, of his friends, and of himself he created literature."
"Old Fitz" had, from his youth
up, an independent, satirical mind.
His critical judgments, often contrary to the consensus of his period,
have been largely accepted in our
own time. He had no use for pomposity, and looked with regret upon
works that fell into vulgarity of feeling or that seemed bloodless and remote from the recognizable problems of human life.
The Rubdiydt was only one of
many translations that FitzGerald
made-from Persian, Spanish, and
Greek. It was his custom to reproduce these works with considerable
freedom, for he was less interested
in antiquarianism than in giving to
his own world those parts of the
old writers that they were prepared
to enjoy. He would publish only
from 50 to 250 copies of his works,
and these anonymously. The Rubdiydt, the faithfulness of which is often
debated, actually follows Omar fairly closely. Almost all of the quatrains were based on quatrains of
Omar, though sometimes the space
given to a thought is greater or less
than in the original. Occasionally
figures of speech were borrowed
from other Persian writings. FitzGerald rearranged the quatrains in
an order passing from the contemplation at dawn through the savagery and blasphemy of noon to the
sober melancholy of nightfall, whereas in the Persian the arrangement
had been determined artificially. But
scholars have noted that FitzGerald's
mood is less free and cheerful than
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that of the original. The scholar
Nicholson observed, "The unique
popularity of FitzGerald's poem was
and is in large measure due to the
fact that it spoke to a past generation, as it speaks to the present, of
modern problems, conflicts, doubts
and perplexities, in language ' coloured by the remote and mysterious
charm of medieval Persia."

Forewarned is Forearmed
THE GREAT GLOBE ITSELF: A
Preface to TiVorld Affairs. By William C. Bullitt. Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. 1946. 310 pages.

$2.75·
HE

tenets, the tactics, and the

T aims of the Soviet Union are, in
the opinion of many openminded
and coolheaded observers, the most
formidable obstacles in the path of
world peace at the present time. In
fact, the clearly expressed conviction
of Stalin that communism cannot exist permanently in the U.S.S.R. unless all other nations are communized
bids fair to continue to be the greatest threat to widespread harmony and
security in the world.
William C. Bullitt, who served the
United States as Ambassador to the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
from 1933 to 1936 and as Ambassador to France from 1936 to 1940,
demonstrates explicitly in The Great
Globe Itself that the Soviet Union "is
unique among great powers." In reality, it is "not only a state but also the
headquarters of an international
faith." As a state the U.S.S.R. under
Stalin clings tenaciously to the aims
which the Russia of pre-revolutionary
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days strove to realize; as the headquarters of an international faith it
is bent on disseminating and nourishing the communist creed in the
rest of the world. No less an authority than Stalin himself has declared
in Problems of Leninism:
The development and the support of
the revolution in other countries is an
essential task of the victorious revolution. Thus the revolution victorious in
one country must not consider itself a
self-contained entity, but a support, a
means of speeding the victory of the
proletariat in other countries.
Lenin briefly expressed this thought
in saying that the task of the victorious
revolution consists in the accomplishment of the "maximum possible in one
country for the development, support,
and stirring up of revolution in all
countries."

Stalin, of course, is guided in his
thoughts, words, and deeds by the
statement of Lenin that "it is necessary . . . to use any ruse, cunning,
unlawful method, evasion, concealment of truth" in an effort to reach
the supreme goal of communism.
Sovietism has led to the establishment of the most rigid dictatorship
in the history of the world. Stalin
has out-Hitlered Hitler in the field of
totalitarianism. His power is founded
on ruthlessness. The Soviet Union
has enslaved its citizens. It tells them,
to be sure, that eventually-when
communism has been rammed down
the throat of the rest of the world
and the "freedom" resulting from
communism has been achieved for all
mankind-there will no longer be a
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state; for, as Lenin asserted, "While means of protection. The production
there is a state, there is no freedom. of atomic bombs should be increased
When there is freedom, there will be and, naturally, withheld from the
no state." Nevertheless, the state- Soviet Union as long as the Kremlin
the totalitarian state-is bound to go adheres to the communist creed of
on enslaving its citizens until it has world-conquest. Our country should
been abolished by the world-wide assist the democracies economically
establishment of communism.
and financially. The Inter-American
Since the defeat of Germany and League should be developed in acJapan the Soviet Union has been try- cordance with the Act of Chapulteing by every possible means to fur- pec, a European Federation of Demother its own selfish interests through- cratic States should be created, and
out the world. Behind the iron cur- within the United Nations there
tain it does so without let or hin- should be a Defense League of Demodrance; elsewhere it proceeds on its cratic States. Meanwhile all attempts
self-appointed course in whatever way at Soviet penetration and expansion
it can. Because Stalin knows that dis- must be opposed; but the Soviet
sension among the non-communist Union should be treated with the
nations does much to serve his own most scrupulous fairness, and its peopurpose, he is bending every effort to ple should learn the facts concerning
pre.v ent the making of a stable peace. world affairs.
For him the present time is merely
Mr. Bullitt does not indulge in
an armistice-an armistice which will jingoism or chauvinism in The Great
enable him to make preparations to Globe Itself. On the contrary, his
conquer the rest of the globe for book presents a well-written and
communism. His domain comprises thorone-hlv sound analvsis of one of
one-sixth of the surface of the earth. the most important problems in the
It is a domain rich in resources of ·world today. Appendix I lists the Sovall kinds. He needs no territorial ex- iet Union's violations of internationpansion, no Lebensraum, for his peo- al treaties, agreements, and assurple; but he needs Lebensraum for ances alongside similar violations on
communism. He wants the atomic the part of the Third Reich. Appenbomb for the purpose of forcing his dix II gives "excerpts from the
ideology upon all mankind.
Daily Worker of New York, official
How does Mr. Bullitt propose to organ of the American Communist
thwart the designs of Stalin? He de- Party, showing changes in the policlares that "the democracies must re- cies of the Party in accordance with
main united in a permanent league changes in the foreign policy of the
against aggression." The State De- Soviet Union during the period July
partment should share with the 1, 1939, to September 2, 1945." ApAmerican people all the facts it pendix III consists of pertinent exknows about the U.S.S.R. Our air cerpts from Stalin's Problems of Lenforce should be maintained as a znzsm.
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the same demagogy, the same intolerance of opposition, the same
perversion of semantics, the same
boring from within-all of these
stock techniques of Communism
were employed by the party-liners in the New York veterans'
chapter-under the guise of patriotism, of course, and of safeguarding the "veterans' rights."
The result, as might be expected,
was the break-up of the chapterand a sadder but wiser Julian
Franklin. The article is important in that it gives a clear insight into Communist totalitarian tactics in our free democracy
and provides a sample of what
would happen to our American
institutions if the Marxian philosophy would gain the ascendancy here.

The Communist Technique
fare in the journals
these days! The kaleidoscopic
march of events, on both the international and domestic scenes,
offers plenty of grist for the
scriveners' mill. As might be expected, Communism on the international front and Labor in the
domestic arena have proven the
most productive source of material for the commentators during
this troubled spring of 1947.
In the former category, Julian
H. Franklin offers a revealing
study of the Communist technique in "Why I Broke with the
Communists," in Harp er's for
May. Franklin, like so many other trusting liberals, thought that
it was possible to work with the
Communists in his activity as an
organizer for an A VC chapter in
New York. He was willing to
meet them, not only half-way, but
far beyond the limits of reasona ble compromise and concession.
The farther he proceeded, however, the greater his disillusionment grew. The same "smear"
campaigns, the same duplicity,
INTERESTING

A Program for Liberals
same issue of Harper's,
1l the noted author John Fischer contributes a particularly trenchant article entitled "The Lost
Liberals." The liberals, he points
out, are as energetic and as vocal
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as ever-perhaps more so-but the
difficulty is that they are not
quite sure of where they are going. To account for this he sets
forth the proposition that the
great mass of social legislation for
which the liberals campaigned so
vigorously during the first four
decades of this century has now
been enacted into law. The gallant labors of Brandeis, Wilson,
Holmes, Norris, and LaFollette
have ultimately borne fruit.
'!\That was formerly branded as
"radical" or "socialistic" has now
been accepted as an integral part
of our social and economic system. Now the liberals do not
know exactly what to be liberal
about, and many of them are
veering in the direction of what
has been aptly termed the "totalitarian liberalism" of Henry Wallace.
Yet, Fischer finds hope in the
fact that a new crop of shrewd,
common-sense, hard-fighting
younger liberals is coming to the
fore-many of these leaders,
strangely enough, arising in those
Southern states which it has been
fashionable to brand as the citadel of reaction (or should one
rather, to be in style, say "fascism"?) . He cites such intelligent
and forceful liberals as Ellis Arnall, Mike Monroney, John
Sparkman, Lister Hill, Wayne
Morse, and Estes Kefauver. Such
people, he argues, are "infinitely
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more effective than the more spectacular 'liberals' of the Elliott
Roosevelt type.
But the author goes on Lo offer
a constructive economic program
for the liberals of today. The keynote of this program is a "responsible capitalism." The relatively few great corporations, he
argues, which "make up the central switchboard of the nation's
economy" should no longer be
regarded as private businesses,
but as public institutions.
Their management would no longer be responsible to the stockholders
alone, but to all the people. Their
.first duty would become, not simply
to earn the biggest possible profit for
each individual firm, but to keep the
whole economy running smoothly on
the tracks. . . . Such a concept need
not involve public ownership .... It
would mean a new relationship between the government and the two
hundred strategic corporations, which
would leave them under private management, but which would insure that
their power to control the nation's
economy always would be used in the
public interest.

In order to make this plan effective, Fischer would vest supervisory powers in a national Economic Council, which would
work cooperatively with these
large corporations in insuring at
all times the public welfare.
Radical? Perhaps. Socialistic? Undoubtedly. (So, you will recall,
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were social security, unemployment compensation, the income
tax, and a good many other
phases of our present economic
system.) But at least, as a concrete and definite program of action, it offers a refreshing contrast to the vague effusions and
the Utopian maunderings of,
shall we say, the editor of the
N ew Republic.

What About the "Umtees"?
in uniform and
out, who see no incongruity in attempting to saddle the
American people with the trappings of that same odious Prussian system that we fought two
ghastly wars to exterminate, have
been sounding the tocsin for universal military training as a permanent American institution. A
commissi:on of distinguished
Americans from various walks of
civilian life recently submitted a
report favoring the introduction
of peacetime conscription (or
perhaps we should not mention
the forbidden word). On the day
that this report appeared, one of
our local dailies broke out with
a cartoon which showed a grim
and militant Uncle Sam, gun in
band, under a banner inscribed
"Remember Pearl Harbor!"
(Overlooking the fact that the
Pearl Harbor attack occurred at

M
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a time when we had peacetime
conscription!)
At any rate, the advocates of
conscription (there we go again!)
have been conducting a controlled experiment at Fort Knox,
known as the "Universal Military
Training Experimental Unit," or
"U mtee" for short. Alexander
Stewart, writing in the Christian
Century for May 28, submits his
findings in regard to this experiment in an article entitled, "Is
Umtee the Answer?" It will not
surprise us that his verdict is
"No."

The Umtee plan is military
training in de luxe style. The
trainees live in an environment
("varnished barracks, single-tier
cots with bed lamps, chintz curtains, modernistic music room")
which bears a closer resemblance
to a college dormitory than to the
traditional army quarters. The
very description is enough to
make a hardboiled top sergeant
wince.
Yet, the author maintains, "not
even the best in military training
camps is good for 17- and 18-yearold boys." His first-hand observations and his extensive personal
inquiries convinced him that the
U mtee program is not the complete success that a vast propaganda campaign has declared it
to be. Much less does it offer a
fair sample of what universal military training would be if it were
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actually introduced on a nationwide scale. As one officer at Fort
Knox admitted, "This is an experiment under ideal conditions
that could not possibly be duplicated on a national scale, either
from the standpoint of personnel
or that of cost."
We still feel that the resolution
passed by 1o,ooo school superintendents, as quoted by Mr. Stewart, should be accorded as much
respect by Congress as the report
of the President's hand-picked
commission:
We urge that the Federal Congress
in developing a plan to meet the
security needs of our nation will as a
substitute for universal military training use existing civilian institutions
in promoting programs with our
youth which will result in their improved physical and mental health,
scientific knowledge, civic responsibility, technical skills, and the development of other attributes in them
that will lend strength and stability
to our nation.
~

Arms and The Men
June Atlantic presents a
T feature
article by Cord MeyHE

er, Jr., entitled "What Price Preparedness?" that underscores the
folly of "peace through preparedness for war." Two years after the
cessation of hostilities, the President calls for a military appropriation of more than eleven bil-
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lion dollars. The result is a frantic armament race between the
United States and the Soviet Union, with the inevitable retardation of industrial reconversion
and the return to a peace-time
economy.
Meyer explodes the argument
that a preventive war would be
the most effective and least costly
solution to the present dilemma.
The consequences of such a war,
he argues, will inevitably be so
disastrous that no efforts should
be spared to avert it.
The answer to this cosmic problem he finds in a strong and effectual program of military strength
on the part of the United Nations:
Should the great powers prove unable to agree to an effective system of
international security ending their
present rivalry, war seems inevitable.
. . . By seeking safety in national
armaments, the United States and
Russia are creating a situation from
which there is no escape but war ....
By amendment, the United Nations
must be given sufficient armed
strength to enforce world laws regulating national armament and prohibiting acts of aggression . . . . We
can demand of our government that
it propose to the other nations the
formation of a world law and a world
police to enforce it.

The solution is there. But do
we have the vision and the courage to achieve it?
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MODERN RUSSIAN
SELF-TAUGHT
By Francisco Ibarra and Nicholas
Orloff. Random House, New York.
1947. 337 pages. $3.00.
of Russia's increasing importance in world affairs, the
dearth of adequate materials for a
study of her history, literature, culture, and language is becoming painfully apparent.
1\l[odern Russian Self-Taught is intended to help remedy this situation.
Mr. Ibarra supplies the method, already successful in his similar books
on Spanish and Portuguese; and Mr.
Orloff, of course, supplied the language itself.
Anyone who follows the lessons
through conscientiously will learn a
great deal of Russian, both vocabulary and usage. But despite helpful
hints, it seems that without a teacher,
a set of Linguaphone records, or at
least a short-wave · radio capable of
picking up Russian broadcasts, the
thorny problem of Russian pronunciation will remain a problem.

B

ECAUSE

THE GIFTS OF LOVE
By Andrina Iverson. Farrar, Straus
and Company. New York, 1946.
$2.50. 275 pages.
HE

battered dignity of fiction for

women is somewhat mended with
T
the appearance of The Gifts of Love.
Perhaps the quality of writing alone
won for Miss Iverson the Jule and
A very Hopwood Major Award.
Everyone said marriage to a young
executive changed Jane Rankin,
small town professor's daughter. From
this Miss Iverson spins her story.
Any dabbler in magazine romance
will agree that most fiction marriages are drawn from this particular
pigeon-hole of society. This very setting may have made The Gifts of
Love more palatable to the Ladies
Home journal, which promptly condensed and printed it.
Events move in the two-dimensional perspective of a photograph
viewed by Jane, who, herself, remains in blurred focus. The book is
peopled with quite ordinary persons
who lead quite ordinary lives.
We like the housewifely similes.
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"Inside the car, the heater kept up
a merry little whirring like a teakettle ready to bubble." Or, "Holidays were stuck on the calendar
about the way pegs were put on a
hatrack . . . and belonged as indisputably to specific people."
Although Miss Iverson is schools
away from Joyce or Proust, she dips
into stream-of-consciousness techniques. Her story is told in snatches
from the past and present all scrambled together with the disarray of
the mind that somehow . becomes
lucid. Her hopscotch pattern results
in a nice, rounded conception of
Jane's early years of marriage by the
time the reader finishes the book.
If a criterion for a great novel
is that it is all things to all people,
then The Gifts of Lave would qualify so far as to be many things to
many women. Miss Iverson sets a
neat picket fence around the world
of household items that leaves the
male reader swinging on the front ·
gate.
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tell us? Exceedingly little. He himself contributes a chapter less than
five pages in length-a chapter, by
the way, which will not go down in
history as anything particularly illuminating. Nevertheless, Russian
Symphony is a valuable contribution
to Tchaikovsky lore. Its worth, however, stems not from Shostakovich
but from what other Russians have
written about the composer of the
Pathetic Symphany. In addition to
the little that Shostakovich himself
has to say, the volume contains seven
chapters: "The Great Russian Composer," by Academician Boris Assafeyev (Igor Glebov); "Tchaikovsky
the Man and His Outlook," by Yuri
Keldysh; "Operas," by B. Yarustovsky; "Symphonies," by Daniel Zhitomirsky; "The Ballets of Tchaikovsky," by Vasili Yakovlev; "Chamber
Music," by Professor Arnold Alshvang; and "The Archives of the
Tchaikovsky Museum," by Ksenia
Davidova. Besides, there is a complete list of Tchaikovsky's works,
both musical and literary.

RUSSIAN SYMPHONY
Thoughts About Tchaikovsky. By
Dmitri Shostakovich and others.
Philosophical Library, New York.
1947. 271 pages. Illustrated. $3·75·
HE

A HARMONY OF THE
GOSPELS
By Ralph Daniel Heim. The
Muhlenberg Press, Philadelphia.
1947. 209 pages. $3.50.

name of Dmitri Shostakovich

catches the eye immediately as
T
one looks at the jacket of Russian

Symphony. In consequence, one is
filled with eagerness-yes, even with
avidity-to learn what the muchdiscussed Russian symphonist of today has to say about the eminent
Russian symphonist of yesterday.
What does Comrade Shostakovich

primarily for non-theological students of the Gospels,
this new harmony does not bring
forth any new solutions of the problems attending the combination of
the Gospel narratives into a unified
account.
Rather, it presents the narrative
in parallel columns without any dis-

I
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cussion of the problems. In keeping
with its purpose is the fact that its
text is taken from the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament
(See CRESSET, April, 1946, pp. 1825).
A reading of Prof. Heim's harmony
leaves one with a renewed and refreshed sense of the vitality and validity of the life, teachings, and work
of the Savior; it is ideally suited for
group study as well.

THE THIRD WAY
By Stuart Cloete. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 1947. 436
pages.
RESUMABLY a writer expects to be
read. But if he expects to be
read, he must have something to say.
Mr. Cloete has nothing to say which
has not been said far more effectively
by others. Why a writer of Mr.
Cloete's ability should fill 418 pages
with inane commonplaces, 418 pages
of perfectly good paper, is another
evidence of this decadent age in
American literature. And why a reputable publishing house should surrender some of its precious pulp to
print a book like this is an indication that even our sense of investment has become atrophied. Seriously speaking, if the influence on Mr.
Cloete by such thinkers as H. G.
Wells, Bernard Shaw, Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Havelock Ellis, Sir
James Frazer, Freud, Nietzsche, Kropotkin, and kindred minds cannot
produce a profounder philosophy of
life than The Third Way, the world
has very little to hope for. The author says, "We can in this period be

P

convinced of one thing only: That
there are no facts, only ideas; that
nothing is proven, and that to think
is almost to pray." If this is true, why
did he go to all the trouble to write
a book? It is our opinion that he
should have continued to think and
to pray and-to remain silent.

GREATER LOVE HATH NO
MAN
By Martin Walker and Theophil
H. Schroedel. Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis. 1947. 106
pages. $1.25.
·

EMBLEMS IN THE GOSPELS
By L. B. Buchheimer, D.D. Ernst
Kaufmann, Inc., New York and
Chicago. 1946. 188 pages. $2.00.

WE BEHELD IDS GLORY
By Pastors and Leaders of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Augsburg Publishing House, Minneapolis. 1946. 242 pages. $2.00.

BENEATH THE CROSS OF
JESUS
By George F. Hall. Augustana
Book Concern, Rock Island, Illinois. 1947. 164 pages. $1.75.

BROADLY SPEAKING
By Andreas Bard. The Lutheran
Literary Board, Burlington, Iowa.
1946. 72 pages.
NFORTUNATELY all of the above
mentioned volumes were reU
ceived too late to be reviewed here
in time for publication before either
the Advent or the Lenten Season.
These volumes represent chiefly the
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contribution of Lutheran publishing
firms to the sermonic literature of
the church.
The first volume, Greater Love
Hath No Man, contains two series of
Lenten sermons. The authors, Pastors Martin Walker and Theophil
H. Schroedel, are both experienced
messengers of the Gospel and polished scholars who present the eternal truth in modern garb and with
helpful applications. Note the title
for next year.
Emblems in the Gospels is the
product of a widely loved preacher
who has had many years of experience as a parish pastor and whose
sermons while he was a pastor of
Redeemer Church, St. Louis, became
an inspiration in the lives of many
theological students who attended
his services. Among them, we note
with gratitude, was this reviewer. Dr.
Buchheimer in this volume presents
messages on a number of selected
metaphors of the New Testament
which portray Christ, such as light,
water, vine, etc. He is still striving,
as he ever did throughout his ministry, to reach human hearts with the
Savior's love. Pastors and laymen will.
find this volume interesting and helpful.
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We Beheld His Glory presents
sermons for the Advent and Christmas season by well known pastors of
The Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Names such as A us, Preus, Gullixson,
Aasgaard, and Simonson appear
among the list of contributors. This
volume presents the message of Christ
by messengers who love Him and who
are eager to enlist their fellowmen
under the banner of the same newborn Lord and King.
Beneath the Cross of ] esus presents meditations designed more particularly for the use of the individual Christian pastor or layman in
private devotions. Each of the seven
meditations presents a prayer, a
Scripture reading, a meditation, and
a prayer.
Broadly Speaking represents a
valiant effort on the part of the author to convince "the reader that
Christianity is the most reasonable
approach to the mysteries of life."
Quite correctly he concludes that
"religion or no religion is a question of the will. Intellectual difficulties are secondary." Anyone looking
for helpful material wherewith to
approach the proud intellectual and
agnostic will do well to investigate
this volume.

Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

e·valuates one of the world's most powerful fo'rces

in every part of
nation regularly display
a wide variety of gaudy periodicals devoted to gossip about goings-on in the motion-picture
world. These magazines blatantly
purvey a mass of information and
misinformation about the fabulous folk who have attained, or
seek to attain, fame and wealth
by way of the cinema. Film News)
published twice each month by
the Film News Company, of New
York City, does not fall into this
categor·y. This excellent little
magazine contains interesting
and valuable information about
many aspects of the film medium.
The current issue includes reviews and previews of educational and documentary releases as
well as condensed versions of several important articles. In the list
of educational and documentary
pictures we find a short film produced by Emerson Yorke for the
National Tuberculosis Association. This picture, designed espe-

cially for Negro audiences, features the artistry of Dorothy Maynor, the famous concert singer,
and the renowned Hall Johnson
Negro Choir. The musical offerings are interspersed with scenes
from Negro life in the United
States and Miss Maynor's fervent
appeal for Negro co-operation in
the nation-wide health programs
instituted by the National Tuberculosis Association.
For a long time the government of Ecuador had waged an
uphill fight against filth, ignorance, disease, and the highest infant mortality rate in the world.
All the conventional methods of
health and hygiene education
were used; but the results were
disappointing. Then, says Lilo
Linke in Film News)

EWSSTANDS

N our

a new kind of movie, made in the
studios of Walt Disney, invaded
Ecuador. It does not star Donald
Duck or Pluto. It features in bold
strokes and riotous color biological
processes such as digestion, respira·
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tion, the functioning of the bloodstream, and microbial attacks. The
way Disney handles his subject, no
child or primitive Indian can fail
to understand. . .. During his South
American trip he [Disney] made a
careful study of the life and customs
of the continent, and he re-created
in celluloid the typical peasant south
of the border. If the Indian did not
recognize himself, at least he recognized his neighbor, delightedly, and
was convinced that everything he
saw and heard was true.

Unquestionably Mr. Disney's
films The Human Body and The
Invisible Enemy have had, and
will continue to have, gratifying
results.
Special films designed to bring
about a better understanding of
the peoples of the world are: The
New France,· Tomorrow's Mexico; Mary Visits Poland,· Peoples
of the Soviet Union; Czechoslovakia Comes Back; and Brotherhood of Man, the screen adaptation of Races of Mankind, a
pamphlet prepared by Professor
Ruth Benedict and Dr. Gene
Weltfish, of the Department of
Anthropology of Columbia University.
At last we may have an opportunity to see Seeds of Destiny, a
short film produced by the U. S.
War Department. This important documentary, which recently received a special Academy
Award, has been available for
showing for many months; but
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theater managers have refused to
book it because it runs for about
thirty minutes. Is that too much
time to devote to a subject as
vital and as appealing as the children of the whole wide world?
A number of imported films in
the entertainment field have won
wide acclaim in recent weeks.
They are: Children of Paradise,
A Cage of Nightingales, and Carmen, from France; Ivan the Terrible and The Stone Flower, from
the U.S.S.R.; Before Him All
Rome Trembled, from Italy;
Man's Hope, from Spain; Torment, from Sweden; and The Adventuress, This Happy Breed,
and The Years Between, from
England.
On the home front, capacity
audiences from Maine to California are proving once again that
sex and crime are not necessary
to insure the financial success of
a good vehicle. The ] olson Story
(Columbia, Alfred E. Green) bids
fair to set a new high in box-office receipts.
Not long ago J. C. Wand, the
Anglican Bishop of London,
charged that "Hollywood teaches
that love is an overwhelming impulse, without rhyme or reason,
which must at all costs be obeyed
. . . . even if it implies stealing
someone else's husband or fiance." The bishop's accusing finger
might well have been pointed di-
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rectly at Nora Prentiss (Warners, dried sagas of the sage brush.
Both pictures try for something
Vincent Sherman) .
Another shoddy marital mix- more than gunplay and her oics;
up forms the basis of Suddenly both pictures achieve a small
It's Spring (Paramount, Mitchell measure of distinctiveness.
Leisen). The dialogue of this soBlaze of Noon (Paramount,
called comedy sets a new low in John Farrow) is a sincere tribute
slick double-talk. Both films have to the trail-blazing fliers and piolittle artistic value; both are de- neer pilots who gave color and
cidedly offensive morally.
impetus to aviation when it was
] ohnny O'Clock (Columbia, in its infancy. In spite of a good
Robert Rossen) is a common- try on the part of a good cast
place murder and gangster film. this picture fails to rise above
Having clicked in one tough-guy the ordinary.
role, Dick Powell seems deterBob Hope fans will welcome
mined to continue the pattern in- My Favorite Brunette (Paramount Elliott Nugent). All the
definitely.
Boomerang (2oth Century-Fox, props that have gone into other
Elia Kazan) is something more Hope vehicles have been dusted
than just another court-room dra- off and refurbished for this zany
ma. It brings to the screen a faith- farce. Although Bing Crosby does
ful re-enactment of an actual in- not have prominent billing, he
cident in the career of former does appear briefly. Watch for
U. S. Attorney General Homer him!
Cummings. The picture was
So mew here en route to the
filmed in a typical New England screen The Late George A pley
town with a cast which includes (2oth Century-Fox, Joseph L.
a generous sprinkling of town- Mankiewicz) lost much of the
folk. The result is an intelligent bite, vigor, and devastating satire
and exciting drama. One disturb- which made John P. Marquand's
ing thought could not be put Pulitzer-Prize-winning novel redown. Is the civil corruption por- freshing reading. Ronald Colman
trayed in Boomerang as true to portrays the title role with quiet
life as the other aspects of the efficiency, and the other princicase?
pals are excellent in the parts asAlthough Pursued (Warners, signed to them. The decor is exRaoul Walsh) and The Angel cellent, and the direction is good;
and the Badman (Republic) but the screen play remains vague
must be classified as horse opera, and sketchy.
Carnival in Costa Rica (2oth
they are not regulation, cut-and-
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Century-Fox), a pretentious and
splashy musical extravaganza, is
as dull as anything I've seen in a
long, long time.
The once-popular Andy Hardy
series comes to an official close
with Love Laughs at Andy Hardy
(M-G-M, Willis Goldbeck). It
isn't at all likely that anyone will
lament a decision which was long
overdue.
I'll Be Yours (Universal-International, William A. Lester) is

I
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another dismal dud for Deanna
Durbin.
The Show-Off (M-G-M) presents Red Skelton in a feverish
new version of George Kelly's
shopworn play of the same title.
No one will deny that the title
might have been selected especially for Mr. Skelton.
The joke will be on you if you
expect It's q. joke, Son (EagleLion) to be either amusing or
entertaining.

Verse
The Mare
They took the mare away today,
Pleased with the bargain well-made;
And I was too old to cry like a child
As I watched the money paid.
How shall I walk these hills alone,
Where once I flew with her?
Oh, she was a horse with golden wings,
My whisper her silver spur.
No more to press close that shining neck,
Nor tangle my hair with her mane blown wild,
Nor whisper secrets to a velvet ear;
And I am too old to cry like a child.
-LAURA

RascHKE

Litany
For tasks too large for us to do, we pray
Give us Thy strength, 0 Lord;
For thoughts too great for us to think or say,
Give us, 0 God, Thy Word;
For plans that must include a world and years,
Give us the mind of Christ;
For eyes that see men's hunger and their tears,
For hearts that keep Thy tryst
With human need and sorrow and despair,
Give us Thy Spirit, now;
For love that knows no race, denies no care,
Our only source art Thou;
Stretch Thou Thy hand with ours to bring surcease
Of fear, and turn the world to ways of peace.
RUTH B. vAN DEUSEN
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New Psalms
Lord, let me write new psalmsThe torrents pouring from a thousand hills
Have washed across the heart of me
And made new praise sing in my soul.
Views of the mountains' cloudcapped peaksThe way the dust of earth can almost touch Thy HomeThe wearing cleanness in the tumbling streamThe broken rocks and fallen treesSay much to me about the end of things,
And hearing songs of youth amid such scenes,
I want to help them look beyond the trees and hills
And find the wonder of Thy love and peace
Amid so much that speaks in terms of power.
Destruction stalks the way we walkThe broken, monstrous, tortured rocksThe trees uprooted, helpless in the windThe flowers and grasses turning down to earthHave much to tell a questing soul
About our way of life and mortal destiny.
Help me interpret this-Make nature's sounds
Into a symphony whose notes shall fill
The empty spaces of my shrinking soul
With all the vastnesses of singing chords
Translated and well noted from the angel choirs,
Their quiet eyes, eternally with Thee,
Have looked on so much loss and woe
When they faced toward our little world,
But always, when the desolation's trial
Had grown so great that all the earth
Was nourished by the blood and tears
Of littleness and heartbreak of God's sons,
There came again the vision of the Holy One,
Enthroned in light, encircled by the martyr band,
The rising chorus of the cherubim resounds,
And God and Christ and Spirit blest,
And all the hosts of angels and seraphic ranks.
You knew far better than we earthbound souls
What God can do. So help us then
By what You are, to find the words and write
New, thrilling psalms which are aflame with Him.
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